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438th
salute
set for
CCM

Hospital considers
clULLILikii I
Eighth Street
temporarily
closed, Ninth
Street reopens
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Dunng the monthly meeting
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Trustees, the
board voted to move forward in
preliminary plans to construct a
helipad on hospital property.
The helipad, which was proposed to be located in the physician's parking lot, would cost
around $25,000 to do preliminary work, but no formal bids
have been accepted yet.
"If we want it, now is the time
to do it." said Steve Gamblin,
construction manager.
Gamblin said he brought up
the helipad installation because
the preliminary work could be
done before paving the parking
lot, which would eliminate the
need to cut up the parking lot
later and save money.
Hospital CEO Keith Bailey
said he has been meeting with
various people about it. and
would like to move forward
with plans.
"We have about three patients
a month that we have to transport by helicopter,- Bailey said.

WEATHER

"This location will be good
because it is so close to the
emergency room."
Currently, all helicopter transport is done at Roy Stewart
Stadium, which requires ambulance transport. Moving the
helipad closer to the hospital
will eliminate the need for
ambulance transport and shorten the time needed to get a
patient transported to where
they need to go.
Gamblin will now proceed in
talking with contractors and
drawing up fomial plans to construct the helipad.
In other construction updates,
Gamblin said that they have
closed Eighth Street alongside
the hospital, but have been able
to re-open Ninth Street temporanly. He expects the Eighth
Street closing to last one to two
weeks and said that Ninth Street
may close again for safety purposes. However. Gamblin
stressed that he will try to avoid
closing both streets at once.
A finance report was given by
Brad Bloemer, vice president of
financial services. He reported
that the hospital's operating
income is currently at $2.8 million. which is well above the
budgeted range of $2.3 million.
"We are having the best year
we've ever had." Bloemer said
of operations.
in regards to investments, a
financial advisor spoke to the
finance committee and helped
them revise their investment
plan to better reflect the state of
the economy. Bloemer also
made note that a claim has been

II See Page 2A
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MN Forecast
By The Assoc:sated Press
sunny.
Thursday...Partly
Highs in the mid 60s.
night _Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 50.
Friday. Mostly cloudy. Highs
in the mid 60s.
Friday night Mostly cloudy.
Lows in the upper 40s.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Whter
urray's 438th Military
Police Company will
be honored at a
Freedom Salute ceremony
Saturday with plenty of patriotic flair and everyone is invited.
The event will take place at
1:30 p.m. in the gymnasium at
Calloway County High School
on College Farm Road. Nicole
Thomas, president of the unit's
Family Readiness Group, said
the ceremony was initially
planned for February - following shortly on the heels of the
soldiers' return from Iraq - but
was delayed by January's ice
storm.
"It has been rescheduled and
all family and friends of the soldiers are welcome and encouraged to attend," Thomas said.
According to David Altom, a
spokesman for the Kentucky
Army National Guard, at least
one officer representing U.S.
Air Force Gen. Edward W.
Tonini, Guard adjutant general,
as well as local leaders are
attend.
to
expected
Approximately 116 soldiers

M
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QUILT LOVERS: Judy Niemeyer, owner of Judy Niemeyer Quilting in Montana, traveled to
Murray recently to instruct the Quilt Lovers of Murray in a three-day quilting workshop.
Niemeyer instructed using her foundation paper piecing quilt patterns, which has the quilter
sew pieces of fabnc onto a paper template that is later removed.
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HAWKINS TEAGUEJLedger & Times
Maunce Manning, originally of Danville. reads several selected pieces from one of his books of poetry Wednesday in
Murray State University's Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University's
annual Jesse Stuart Kentucky
Writers Senes had an incredible
turnout Wednesday night as
more than 100 students and
many faculty filled the seats in
the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
to listen to a reading from
Maurice
poet
Danville
Manning.
Manning currently teaches
creative writing at Indiana
University in Bloomington and
has written three books of poetry. The first was "Lawrence
Booth's Book of Visions" in
2001, which told of the life and
adventures of the titular fictional character. The second was
2004's "A Companion for
Owls," which was written
entirely in the voice of Daniel
Boone and won the 2000 Yale

Series of Younger Poets prize.
Manning has also been printed
in multiple publications, includYorker,
New
The
ing
Shenandoah, The Southern
Review and Virginia Quarterly
Review. In front of the MSU
audience, he read a few selections from his third book,
2007's "Bucolics," but mostly
stuck to new material, which the
audience listened to in rapt
attention.
Brian Barker, assistant professor of English and philosophy,
welcomed Manning to MSU
and thanked the Stuart series
sponsors. He said this was the
last reading of the semester and
encouraged everyone to come
hear more writers during the
MFA residency program starting
July 10. Introducing Manning,

IN See Page 2A

School board wants new commissioner by August
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Board of
Education hopes to have a new
state education commissioner in
place by Aug. 1 and doesn't
insist on hiring a Kentuckian for
the job.

75(

Murray, KY 42071

Board Chairman Joe Brothers
is quoted by the Lexington
the
saying
Herald-Leader
board's preference is to get the
best it can for students
The search is on for a replacement for former state Rep. Jon

0 Aut

Draud, who resicned for health
reasons.
Board members heard on
Wednesday from a search firm it
has hired to find candidates for
the job.
Representatives of the firm of
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By Jodi Kest'
MSU Public 8etations
Murray State University
education professor Dr..
Hansen has
Jacqueline
teamed with the L'S. Postal
S4tr.,,•ice to create education
kits from special stamp collections.
Hansen. an associate ptofessor of early childhood
and elementary education,
serves as the education
writer for the project. She
matches strategies developed in her years of teaching
children with the USPS
Stamp Services team's project recognizing significant
people and events. Their
first collaboration, titled
"Greetings From America,"
was released in 2002, one
year after its namesake
stamp collection debuted.
Hansen has given presentations nationwide and internationally to demonstrate
the benefits of the kits,
which come with posters
and activities to engage children in subjects they are
studying. From art projects
and games to group work,
students are given multiple
interactive avenues through
which to learn.
The kits teach schoolchildren about constellations,
reptiles, sand dunes, wetlands and the polar lights.
Profile kits include singer
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Greenwood/Asher & Associates
recently discussed candidate
qualifications and salary with

Professor
collaborates
on education
postage kits
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Murray Police Department
- A ourylary report was taken at 8.24 a.rn March 24 at Airgas on
Melvin Henley Dove
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 10 a.m at
Highway 641 and Max Hurt Dnve.
- A vehicie burglary report was taken at 1:14 p m at Pulmo Dose
Pharmacy on Max Hurt Drive.
- A report was taken at 2:53 p m. at the station for medication theft
- A shoplifter was reported at 11:54 a m Wednesday at Pocket's
convenience store on 12th Street.
-A theft report was taken at 9:27 am Thursday at 1710 brooklyn Dr.
after an overnight theft of bicycles from the porch was reported.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 719 p.m at Murray Place
Apartments
- A theft report was taken at 11.11 p.m. Friday at 801 South Ninth St.
after someone reported a stolen lawn mower.
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 8.43 a.m. Sunday at 1106
Olive St.
- A cnminal mischief report was taken at 12:02 p.m. at 2001 Azalea
Court. It was reported that vandalism to school buses had occurred
several times.
- A kitchen fire was reported at 2:15 p.m. at 1750 Lowes Dr.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• A report was taken for a residential burglary at 2:24 p.m. March 24
at Hillcrest Drive.
- A traffic accident with an injury was reported at 12:10 a.m.
Wednesday on Highway ti41 South.
- A theft report was taken at 12:12 p m. on College Farm Road.
- A criminal mischief/vandalism report was taken at 11:56 a.m.
Fnday on Rockwood Road.
- A criminal mischief/vandalism report was taken at 1115 a.m.
Saturday on Meyers Road after someone reported a truck in his
• A criminal mischief/vandalism report was taken at 6.43 p.m.
Sunday on Marlin Chapel Road after someone reported that some
juveniles hit his mailbox.
Murray State University Public Safety
- Reports for theft over $300 were taken at 1:21 and 2:11 p.m. March
24 at the Public Safety building, both for stolen bicycles.
- A report for theft under $300 was taken at 4:07 p.m. at Waterfield
Library for stolen textbooks.
• A report for second-degree burglary was taken at 758 p.m
Wednesday in Franklin College after a caller reported items stolen
from a room.
- A report was taken for a hit-and-run accident at 3:10 p.m. Sunday
at Heath Rodeo Barn after a caller reported a struck parked vehicle
over the weekend
-- Information is obtained from reports
logs and citations from various agencies.

Ridgley: Wednesday night
house fire reported in Kirksey
Staff Report
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to the
scene of a house fire in Kirksey
at about 9:30 Wednesday night.
Terry Ridgley. the board chairman of CCFR. said the fire was
at 144 Downing Road, at the
home of the Stephen Collins
family. He said the fire was contained to the attic and there were
aci injuries. In addition to CCFR
and Red Cross personnel, Lt.
Richard Steen of the Calloway

County Shentt s Office - who is
a CCFR firefighter - responded
in his squad car, Ridgley said.
A total of 39 firefighters
responded to the scene with the
assistance of 11 trucks, three
pumpers, five tankers and three
support trucks. Emergency personnel were on the scene until
approximately 12:30 a.m.
Although the fire was contained, there was extensive damage to the attic, Ridgley said.

From Front
Marian Anderson, actress Hattie
R.
architect
McDaniel.
Buckminster Fuller. singer Ella
Fitzgerald, author Charles W.
Chesnutt and U.S. Supreme
Thurgood
Justice
Court
Marshall. The kits are free of
charge and are distributed to
265,00() American classrooms.
Hansen's involvement with
the kits has been formally recognized by the Murray Ledger
& Times, Pella Corporation and
the postmasters of Hardin. Ky.,
and Murray. Her work was also
featured in an issue of the edu-

cational
newspaper
The
American Teacher.
Hansen holds an education
doctorate in educational admincurriculum
istration,
and
instruction from the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln; two master's degrees in educational
administration and elementary
education from the University
of Nebraska-Kearney; and a
bachelor's in elementary education from Doane College in
Crete, Neb. Prior to joining
Murray State in 2000, she
taught for more than 20 years in
Grand Island, Neb.

•Manning ...
From Front
r,1SU photo by Jess Nall
Dr. Randy Dunn, left, Murray S.tte University president; Dr.
Jacqueline Hansen, center, associate professor of early childhood and elementary education at MSU: and Dr. Russ Wall,
dean of the MSU college of education, display postal service
plaques that were presented by the U.S. Postal Service in
recogniticn of Hansen's extensive work on the creation of
education kits from special stamp collections. The kits are
used throughout the nation.

II 438th ...
From Front
with the 438 were called to duty
in Iraq from November 8, 2007,
through November 9, 2008.
Members of the unit will be
treated to a free Italian-style
lunch preceding the ceremony.
The men and women of the
438th were deployed to Iraq in
November 2007 in support of
Operation: Iraqi Freedom. They
were responsible for prisoner
security and other militaryrelated security details. All of
the unit's members returned
unharmed from duty for a welcome home ceremony in
November. A larger celebration
was planned. but delayed.
The "Freedom Salute" ceremony was
launched in
December 2003 and is designed
to recognize Army National
Guard soldiers as well as their
families and others who have
as they
supported them
answered the call to duty both at

home and abroad. Each soldier
mobilized receives an encased
American flag; a sequentially
numbered commemorative coin
and a "Defender of Freedom"
certificate signed by Lt. Gen.
Clyde A. Vaughn, director of the
Army National Guard, and
Command Sgt. Maj. John Gipe,
command sergeant major, Army
National Guard; and a lapel
insignia. The soldier's spouse
and children also will receive
items recognizing their support
and contribution.
In addition, each deployed
soldier is given the opportunity
to recognize one individual or
organization for outstanding
support dunng the mobilization.
This recognition will he in the
form of a commemorative lapel
insignia and a medallion with
ribbon. Two individuals will be
surprised with these awards during the ceremony.

Barker said his work embodied
the contradictions of the South
in which he grew up and that his
work felt "as familiar as the
wind and the trees."
Manning said he was honored
to be MSU's guest this year as a
tribute to Stuart. He said he had
been looking through the
Indiana University library's collection of artifacts from literary
greats recently and had come
across a letter Stuart had written
to Louis Untertneyer. an
esteemed poetry promoter. He

read it to the audience and mentioned that Stuart had written
the letter of appreciation while
living in the Nashville YMCA
around the time he published
1934's "Man With a BullTongue Plow," which contained
more than 7(X) sonnets.
"The guy went a little overboard: he said laughing.
The event was sponsored by
the MSU College of Humanities
and Fine Arts and the
Department of English and Fine
Arts in conjunction with
INKMS FM.

•Helipad addition...
From

Front

tiled to the hospital's insurance
company to recover money lost
in the recent ice storm, and that
a recent Medicaid settlement
will provide the hospital with
$1.9 million.
After questions were raised
last month on the process of
nominating board officers,
Sharon Furches appointed board
member Kenny Darnell to head
up a bylaws committee to
review the procedures and
appointed hoard members Hal
Kemp and Joe Ward to serve as
committee members. Furches
said Kemp and Ward were two

of the newest board members
and therefore could offer a fresh
look at things.
In other news, the board:
• Approved the recruitment
plan presented last month,
• Heard a Quality Council
update from Lisa Ray, which
included the formation of a
committee to analyze the use of
technology at the hospital.
• Heard and approved a
Medical Staff Report from Dr.
Rob Williams.
• Heard a Leadership Report
from Bailey.
• Adjourned into executive
session to discuss possible litigation.
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Mrs. Tammy L Seavers
Mrs. Tammy L. Seavers, 45, Carter Lane, Murray, died Tuesday,
March 31, 2009. at 3:55 p.m. in the Emergency Room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
, A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith. Born
April 29, 1963, she was the daughter of the late
Hilmon Hugh Outland and Wilma Brittain Starks.
Survivors include her husband, Dickie Seavers,
to whom she was married March 16. 1989; one
stepdaughter, Deana Robinson and husband, Brad,
Kirksey; three stepsons, Tony Seavers and wife.
Christy, and Shane Seavers, all of Murray, and
Dickie Joe Seavers Jr. and wife, Jill, New
Concord; four sisters, Teresa Jones and husband.
Ned, Murray. Cathy Baswell and husband, Ronnie,
Seavers
Huntsville, Ala., and Debbie Spann and husband.
Jimmy. and Bonnie Hudson and husband. Larry, all of Paris. Tenn.;
four brothers, Hugh. Mike, Eugene and Dale Outland, all of
Murray; nine grandchildren, Blake, Josh. Kala, Michael, Christian
and Krystal Seavers, and Hailey. Chaney and Aubry Robinson; parents-in-law. Dick and Mary Ann Douglas; several aunts, uncles,
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy' may he made to the American Heart
Association, 240 Whittington Parkway, Louisville, KY 40222.

•
•

Hugh Foster
Hugh Foster, 87, Creekwood Drive, Murray, died Wednesday,
April 1, 2009, at 7:27 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Michael (Mike) Elkins
A graveside service for Michael (Mike) Elkins was today
(Thursday) at 11 a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. John Dale officiated. Imes-Miller Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.corn.
Mr. Elkins. 45, Caprock Cove, Miss., died Monday, March 30,
2009. at St. Francis Medical Center, Memphis, Tenn. He was a security guard for Imperial Security.
His father, Pat Elkins, preceded him in death. He was born Oct.
12. 1963. Survivors include his mother, Jackie Elkins, Ingleside,
Texas; two sons, Matthew Elkins and Shelby Elkins, South Haven,
Miss.; two daughters, Stephanie Garcia and husband, Robert. South
Haven. and Mallory Strini and husband. Matthew, Memphis. Tenn.;
one brother, Terry Elkins and wife, Lori, Ingleside; two grandchildren, Ananna and Bobby Garcia, South Haven.

Danny Pat Phillips
The funeral for Danny Pat Phillips will be today (Thursday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton, Daniel
Hopkins and David Smith will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Marshall County Memory Gardens. Benton. Visitation is now at the
funeral home
Mr. Phillips, 48, Murray, died Monday, March 30, 2009, at 7:15 ,
a.m, at his home. He was a laborer working in construction and was
of Pentecostal faith.
Preceding him in death was his father, Earl D. Phillips.
Survivors include his partner. Margret Downs. his mother. Joan
Darnell Price, Murray: one daughter. Blaine Nicole Phillips, and
one son, Michael Dale Phillips, both of Mayfield; four sisters,
Veronica Clark and husband. Joe D., Benton, Donna Thompson,
Hardin. Christine Henderson and husband, JR.. Murray, and Deidra
Jones and husband, Robert G., Indianapolis, Ind.; one brother.
Robert E. Phillips, Hardin; several nieces and nephews.

G-20 leaders eye more
funds for poor nations
LONDON (API - Global
leaders made headway Thursday
on tackling the world's worst
financial crisis since the 1930s.
with possible deals to give more
money to the International
Monetary Fund and clamp down
on tax havens and freewheeling
hedge funds.
A Bntish official said the
Group of 20 rich and developing
countries would likely approve
giving more than $500 billion to
the IMF so it can increase its
loans to governments struggling
because of the financial crisis.
The official spoke on condition
of anonymity because talks were
ongoing.
Two other people close to the
liegotiations said France and
Germany had persuaded the
Group of 20 leaders to back
tougher language in the final
statement on stronger financial
regulations to avoid a repeat of
the current crisis. They refused
to be further identified because
they were not authorized to
speak to the media while talks
continued.

Opening the
in
summit
London's east
Docklands disBritish
trict,
Prime Minister
Gordon Brown
said there was
strong
unity
among leaders
upon the need
Obama
for action.
"I believe that the text that
has been circulated already
reflects a very high degree of
agreement
consensus
and
between all of us,- Brown told
his fellow leaders.
A draft communique, however, suggested that details still
needed to be firmed up.
Britain's Finance Secretary
Stephen Timms said early discussions had been "lively: but
added that countries would
agree on sanctions against countries who refuse to sign up to
new rules on regulating tax
havens.
"The era of banking secrecy
is over,- Timms said.

Sebelius pledges new
Medicare, Medicaid fixes
WASHINGTON (AP) Kansas Gov. Kathleen Sebelius,
President Barack Obama's
choice for health secretary, told
senators this morning that she
wants to transform Medicare
and Medicaid with a focus on
prevention and primary care.
It's imperative to steer
resources "toward wellness
rather than sickness." Sebelius
said in prepared testimony for
the Senate Finance Committee,
where senators were expected to
ask more questions about her
policies and politics than about
$7,((X) worth of mistakes she
made on her taxes.
Overseeing the giant government-run insurance programs
for the elderly, disabled and
poor would he a major responsibility, and Sebelius said
improvements are needed.
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World seeks united response to N. Korean threats
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Sebelius said that, if confirmed. she hopes to use technology to better align Medicare
and Medicaid payments with
quality care.
The payments to health care
providers are often criticized as
alternately inadequate or excessive.
'There's a sense that the
Senate needs to act quickly on
Sebelius' nomination so lawmakers can push ahead with the
ambitious schedule they hase
set for health reform legislation
The Finance
this year.
Committer votes on whether to
send the nomination to the full
Senate. Sebelius told senators
that "health reform would be my
mission," a pledge she also
made earlier this week to the
Senate Health. Education, Labor
and Pensions Committee.

SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
-- World leaders sought a unified response this morning to
North Korea's latest provocation
as the communist regime made
final preparations for a controversial rocket launch and Japan
braced for the possibility of
falling debris.
With tensions already high,
the North ratcheted up its militaristic rhetoric, threatening a
"thunderbolt of fire" if Japan
were to try to intercept the multistage rocket and warning U.S.
ships -- dispatched to monitor
the launch - to back off or risk
getting hit, too.
North Korea says it will send
a communications satellite into
orbit sometime from Saturday to
Wednesday. The U.S., South
Korea and Japan think the reclusive country is using the launch
to test long-range missile technology; they have warned the
move would violate a U.N.
Security Council resolution banning the North from ballistic
activity.
The issue was top of the
agenda when President Barack
Obama met with his South
Korean
counterpart,
Lee
Myung-bak, on the sidelines of
the G-20 summit in London.
Obama pledged to push for
"peace and stability," while
Lee's office issued a statement
saying the two leaders agreed to
keep working on a verifiable
dismantling of North Korea's
worrisome nuclear programs.
'They agreed on the need for
a stem, united response from the
international community if
North Korea launches a longrange rocket, and to work
together in the course of that,"
the statement added.
While Russia appeared to be
edging closer to Washington's
position in an apparent show of
goodwill, a strong united
response likely would prove difficult given that China - the

Aa
A North Korean patrol boat nears the North Korean border across from Dandong, China's
Liaoning province, this morning. North Korea has begun fueling a long-range rocket for an
impending launch as President Barack Obama warned the liftoff would be "provocative."
North's closest ally - has veto the intelligence is ambiguous as
power in the Security Council. of this morning," the official
Beijing continued to urge all said on condition of anonymity
sides to show restraint to avoid because it concerned intelligence.
making the situation worse.
'There is activity around it
CNN television said on its
Web site that Pyongyang has (the launch site), but nothing
started to fuel the rocket. The that concretely points to fueling
report. citing an unidentified operations (being) under way,"
senior U.S. military official, said he said.
Japanese and South Korean
the move indicates final preparations for the launch. Experts say officials also could not immedithe missile can be fired about ately confirm the report.
In Washington, U.S. lawmakthree to four days after fueling
ers are urging Obama to shoot
begins.
A senior U.S. defense official down the rocket if it endangers
in Washington said he was not the United States or its allies.
But U.S. Defense Secretary
sure the report was correct.
"It's frankly unclear whether Robert Gates said in a TV interfueling operations have begun; view aired Sunday that the U.S.

had no plans to intercept the
rocket though it might consider
it if an "aberrant missile" were
headed to Hawaii "or something
like that.The North is warning against
any efforts to intercept the rocket, take the issue to the SecuritY
Council or even monitor the
launch. It says its armed forces
are at a high level of combatreadiness. The North has said
debris from the rocket could fall
off Japan's northern coast, so
Tokyo has deployed warships
with anti-missile systems to the
area and set up Patriot missile
interceptors. It says it has ria
intention of trying to shoot dowe
the rocket 'melt'.

Jobless claims jump by 669,000 to near 6 million
program record third straight month ot
WASHINGTON (AP) - compensation
The number of people filing approved by Congress last year. job losses above 600,000.
A private survey Wednesday
new jobless claims jumped That's as of March 14. the latest
said businesses cut 742,000 jobs
unexpectedly last week, while data available.
As a proportion of the work in March. Employment at medithose continuing to receive benefits hit a 10th straight lecord- force, the number of people on um- and small-sized companies
high. Both figures show the the jobless benefit rolls is the fell the sharpest - by a comlabor market remains weak and highest since May 1983. The bined 614.000. The rest of the
is unlikely to recover anytime four-week moving average of job cuts came from big firms jobless claims, which smooths those with 5(X) or more worksoon.
The Labor Department said out weekly volatility, rose to ers-- according to the report
Data
Automatic
Thursday that initial claims for 656.750. the highest since from
and
Inc.
unemployment insurance rose to October 1982. when the econo- Processing
a seasonally adjusted 669.000 my was emerging from a steep Macroeconomic Advisers LLC.
More job losses were
from the previous week's recession.
Employers are eliminating announced this week. 3M Co.,
revised figure of 657,000. That
total was above analysts' expec- jobs and taking other cost-cut- the maker of Scotch tape, Post-It
tations and the highest in more ting measures to deal with sharp Notes and other products, said
than 26 years, though the work reductions in consumer and Tuesday it's cutting another
force has grown by about half business spending. The current 1,200 jobs. or 1.5 percent of its
recession, now in its 17th work force, because of the globsince then
The tally of laid-off workers month, is the longest since al economic slump. Fewer than
half the jobs will be in the U.S.,
claiming benefits for more than World War II
The jobless claims data come but include hundreds in its home
a week rose 161,000 to 5.73
million, setting a record for the a day before the department is state of Minnesota. The 1.2(X)
10th straight week. That also expected to issue another dismal figure includes cuts made earlier
was above analysts' expecta- monthly employment report. in the first quarter.
Elsewhere. healthcare prodtions and indicates that unem- Econonaists forecast that report
ployed workers are having diffi- will show' employers cut ucts distributor Cardinal Health
culty finding new jobs. The con- 654,000 jobs in March. while Inc. said it would lay off I.3(X)
rate employees, or about 3 percent of
unemployment
tinuing claims data lag the ini- the
increased to 8.5 percent from its work force, and semiconductial claims by one week.
tor equipment maker KLAAn additional 1.5 million 8.1 percent.
Companies cut their payrolls Tencor Corp. said it will cut
people received benefits under
an extended unemployment by 651,000 jobs in February, a about 600 jobs, or 10 percent of

House to vote on bill to
regulate tobacco as a drug
WASHINGTON (AP) -Anti-smoking forces are predicting a long-awaited victory when
the House votes on legislation
that would, for the first time.
allow government regulation of
tobacco products.
The House scheduled a vote
for today on the legislation.
which gives the Food and Drug
Administration authority to regulate - tut not ban - cigarettes and other tobacco products.
Action by the Senate, and
President Barack Obama's signature. still would be needed
before the bill could become
law
Supporters were convinced
they could achieve both those
steps.
They said success was in
sight after years of attempts to
tame an industry so fundamental
to America that carved tobacco
leaves adorn some parts of the
U.S. Capitol.
"We have come to what I
hope will be an historic occasion, and that is finally doing
something about the harm that
tobacco does to thousands and
thousands of Americans who die

year." Rep. Henry
each
said
D-Calif..
Waxman.
Wednesday as lawmakers debatSmoking
his
Family
ed
Prevention and Tobacco Control
Act.
It was Waxman who in 1994
summoned the heads of big
tobacco to the famous hearing
where they testified that nicotine
was not addictive.
His bill wouldn't let the FDA
ban nicotine or tobacco outright.
hut the agency would be able to
regulate the contents of tobacco
products, make public their
ingredients, pmhibit flavoring.
require much larger warning
labels and strictly control or prohibit marketing campaigns.
especially those geared toward
children.
Opponents from tobaccogrowing states like top-producing North Carolina argued that
the FDA had proven through a
series of food safety failures that
it's not up to the job.
They also said that instead of
unrealistically trying to get
smokers to quit or prevent them
from starting. lawmakers should
ensure they have other options.
like smokeless tobacco.

H)(

invustmunts 5IIlt

its employees.
Among the states, California
reported the biggest increase in
new claims for the week ending
March 21 with a jump of more
than 6,700, which it attributed td
layoffs in the construction and
service industries. The nee(
largest increases were in
Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma
and Iowa. according to the
Labor Department data.
The biggest drop was in
Texas. which had 4.822 fewei
claims as the trade, service:
manufacturing and transporta:
uon industries cut fewer jotes:
New York, Tennessee. Illinonl
and Virginia had the next largea(
declines. The Federal Reser-sat
has cut a key benchmark interest
rate to nearly zero in an effort td
jump-start
lending
and
embarked on a senes of radical
programs to inject billions ot
dollars into the financial system:
The Obania administration's
$787 billion stimulus package:
approved by Congress itl
February. is trying to counter thel
recession by providing mone9
for public works projectsj
extending unemployment benel
fits and helping states avoij
budget cuts.
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MSU history professor speaking
at journee d'etude in France
e-mail . jo.burkeentttnim111111111111110

Murray State University will
be hosting a multimedia
presentation
research-based
titled, "The Toxic Closet: Being
Gay in the Bible Belt," on
Wednesday, April 8, at 7 p.m.
Held in 623 Doyle Fine Arts
Building. This presentation led
by Dr. Bernadette Barton will
address issues concerning
homosexuality in the South.
Barton will also be visiting Dr.
James LavaIle's Sociology 336
course, a class that looks at individuals and society, on the following Thursday morning.
Barton takes a look at discrimination against personal beliefs
in a presentation that includes
original interview data from lesbians and gay men living in
Texas and Kentucky, video clips
and photographs, illustrating the

The United Way Community Impact
Focus Selection Committee has extended the
date for return of the United Way community surveys until Wednesday,. April 15.
If you need more copies of the surveys,
stop by the United Way office or the
Chamber of Commerce office. Completed
surveys should be dropped off at either of
those locations.

Isis

effects of homophobia on individual lives.
Barton is an associate professor of sociology and women's
studies at Morehead State
University,
and
authored
Stripped: Inside the Lives of
Exotic Dancers(2006). Barton's
current research project examines the experiences of gays and
lesbians, and is the focus of an
upcoming book, Pray the Gay
Away:
Religion
and
Homosexuality in the Bible
Belt.
This free event is made possible by the MSU Alliance, the
college of humanities and fine
arts, the provost's office, and the
MSU
Institutional
LGBT
Liaison. For more information,
call (270)809-3192.

Jo's
Datebook

Glory Bound will meet

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will continue its program at Goshen
United Methodist Church on Friday from 7 to 9
p.m. Featured singers will be The Envins and
Roxanne Kaler. Items for Need Line will be
taken. The church is located on Ky. 121 North at Stella. The public
is invited. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Angel Alert issued
An angel alert for an electric washer and dryer. Anyone having
these call Karen at Calloway County Middle School Youth services
Center at 762-7365.

Dixon Cemetery plans special day
The annual Spring Cemetery Maintenance Day at Dixon
Cemetery in Trigg County, will be Saturday at 9 a.m. A picnic lunch
will be spread at the grounds at noon.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

.nnouncerrienis
Valentine and Lamb

Chloe
Mackenzie
Gantt

Ashley and Brandon Lamb announce the wedding of their father,
James Richard Lamb. to Tricia Valentine. The ceremony took place
on Saturday. March 7, 2009, in Las Vegas. Nev.
The bride is the daughter of Patricia Valentine of Memphis, Tenn.
She is employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom is the son of Pollyanna Lamb and the late Tar Lamb of
Kirksey. He is employed as a brick mason with Loyd Evans.
A reception in their honor will be Sunday. April 5,from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Brewers United Methodist Church, Brewers.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Darren and Lindy Gantt of
Pineville, La., are the parents of
a daughter. Chloe Mackenzie
Gantt, born on Wednesday.
Match 11, 2009.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
15 ounces and was 19 inches
long. A sister is Emma Catherine
Gantt.
Paternal grandparents are
Vernon and Dee Gantt of
Murray and maternal grandmother is Marlene Beemer of
Alton, Ill.
A great-grandmother is Virginia Gantt of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Duncan are the parents of a daughter, Eliza
Belle Duncan, born on Sunday. March 8, 2009, at 6:31 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 5 ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Kimberly Stalls. A sister is Emma Grace
Duncan.
Grandparents are Fred and Linda Stalls and Ralph and Pam
Duncan. all of Almo.

Service News
Navy Seaman Recruit Justin L. Stubblefield, grandson of Beverly
Redden of Benton, Ky., recently completed United States Navy
basic training at Recruit Training Command. Great Lakes, Ill.
During the eight-week program. Stubblefield completed a variety
of training which included classroom study and practical instruction
on naval customs, first aid, firefighting, water safety and survival,
and shipboard and aircraft safety. An emphasis was also placed on
physical fitness.
The capstone event of boot camp is "Battle Stations". 'This exercise gives recruits the skills and confidence they need to succeed in
the fleet. "Battle Stations" is designed to galvanize the basic warrior
attributes of sacrifice, dedication, teamwork and endurance in each
recruit through the practical application of basic Navy skills and the
core values of Honor. Courage and Commitment. Its distinctly
"Navy" flavor was designed to take into account what it means to be
a Sailor.
Stubblefield is a 2008 gmcluate of Paducah Tilghman High School
of Paducah. Ky.
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Jones speaker for
New Beginnings
Support Group
By Linda Wright
Group co-loader
Richard E. Jones of Paducah
was a recent speaker for New
Beginnings Support Group
(NBSG).
If you would like to talk with
Richard, he may be readied at
270-366-9098.1f you're looking
for a speaker with IMPACT . .
Richard E. Jones of Paducah is
the man. Although only 36
years old, he is very emphatic in
stating that all things are possible with God. A wise person
once told him to "change the
people you're with or change
the people you're with." After
discovering the real meaning of
the statement, he uses it often as
he speaks to youth and young
adults.
As he himself was advised, he
also advises youth that if their
friends can't be influenced to be
at their best in morals and
ethics, then they need to change
who they hang out with.
Richard's life was one of
wanting only to do what Richard
wanted to do, and this lifestyle
took him into addictions to
money, girls, alcohol, and selling drugs. This lifestyle nearly
cost him his life several times,
and even landed him in prison.
Slowly while in prison, he
began to see that God had a better way: and as he began to go
more and more toward that way,
he could see that it was the way
of life and not death.
Bible Studies, worship services, and journaling began to be

Relay for Life team plans event
The Tab Fourteen Relay for Life Team will have a used book and
bake sale on Friday from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the PDR next to the
cafeteria at Murray-Callwoay County Hospital. Featured will be
hardbacks. paperbacks and kids books.

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5, Sun 1-5

Shrine Club will meet tonight
Murray Shrine Club and Daughters of The Nile will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club facilities located on Ky. Hwy.
121 North. Murray. A meal will be served. All members and
prospective members are invited.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

South Marshall Class plans reunion
Richard E. haws
more and more a part of
Richard's life until he is now
totally turned on to Christ and
spreading the Good News that
even though you may make a
mistake, you can get up and go
towards your goal and future.
The next meeting for NBSG
will be this Saturday at 6:30
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church
in room 12. Parking is available in the back with handy back
entrance. The meal will be furnished by Women on Mission
Express of Westside Baptist
Church. The speaker will be
Carmeleta Norvell, director of
Life House Crisis Pregnancy
Care Center. For a ride or more
information call Ron and Linda
Wright at 753-0156. Childcare
will be provided by Justin and
Nicole Burcham.
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TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 2104173.

Murray Art Guild and VSA Arts of Kentucky are offering the
Side by Side studio for youth with special needs. The workshop is
set up for five studios meeting on Monday afternoons and Saturday
mornings in April. At the end of the five studios, students will be
partnered with a local artist to work on a collaborative piece.
Contact the Guild to sign up. Registration will take place at the first
meeting on Monday. April 6. at 4 p.m. For additional information
contact the Guild at 753-4059 or murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

South Marshall High School Class of 1972 will have a 37-year
reunion on Saturday, April 4, at 7 p.m. at Majestic Steak House.
Draffenville. All classmates are invited to attend and bring guests.
Everyone will be responsible for their own meal ant heir guest's
meal. If you can come or have information on classmates, contact
Landa Thompson Daniels at 1-270-205-0445.

'Bowl for Kids'Sake Fundraiser'
The annual Big Brothers Big Sisters. Bowl for Kids' Sake
Fundraiser, will be Saturday. April 25. Sponsorship, prize donations
and bowling teams are needed. For more information e-mail lauren.ballantyne@calloway.kyschooLus or phone 762-7333. The
deadline for donations is April 10 and for team registration is April
17.

Music Department plans music contest
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will sponsor voice, piano and string contests for middle and high schools, private schools and home schoolcrs on Tuesday, April 21, at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house. Entry forms must be received by Tuesday. April
14. Forms have been distributed to choir directors at each of the
middle and high schools, as well as to community teachers. For
more information call Linda Scott at 753-7944.

Cemetery funds needed
Due to low operating funds, the New Concord Cemetery needs
tax deductible contributions for upkeep/mowing. Checks should be
made to New Concord Cemetery and mailed to Mac Coleman, 296
Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

Class of 1999 planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1999 will have a 10-year
class reunion June 13, 2009. There are several class members that
the committee does not have contact information. If you or a family member was in the class of 1999 and have not given your contact information to the planning committee, e-mail Kennette Cleaver
Jones at kennette29@hotmail.com or Sarah Broughton Winchel at
sarahb4299@hotmail.com. This information is needed as soon as
possible so invitations can be mailed.

-fla• SOW Alin Is MO!

Friday 4-7 p.m.
1

St. Leo Catholic Church, 401 North 12th St., Murray, will its
weekly Fish Fry from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Friday. The public is invited and carry-outs are available. For information call 753-3876.

Art Guild and VSA Arts offering event

(- HAPPY HOUR
15% OFF Storowide
I

St. Leo plans fish fry

TOPS Chapter will meet

Eliza Belle Duncan

MSU history professor Dr.
William H. Mulligan Jr. was
among the featured speakers at a
one-day journee d'etude (day of
study). "The 'New' Irish
Diaspora Space: Policies and
Practices," sponsored by the
Center for Irish Studies at the
University of Rennes 2 in
France.
Mulligan's lecture. "How did
the Irish become American'!"
focused on how the scholarship
of the last 25 years has changed
the understanding of the diverse
experience of the Irish in
America and argued for studying the experience of the Irish in
the United States in comparison
with that of the Irish in other

United Way Community
selection committee extended

)ecicbri

promote book
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- DONATION MADE: Woodmen of World Lodge 138 of Hazel donated $100 to Character
Counts. Pictured, from left, are Ann Spann, lodge member, Effie Kemp, representative for
character counts, and J.W. Jones, and Jean Bailey, lodge members.

U.S. Census
Bureau begins
work for count
in Kentucky
Staff Report
April I marked one year to
Census Day and the U.S.
Census Bureau is launching a
major operation in Kentucky to
prepare for the nationwide count
coming in spring 2010.
To mark the date, census supporters and stakeholders across
' the state scheduled events,
including proclamation signings
and news conferences, designed
to "Tell the People" of the
Bluegrass State the 2010
Census is coming.
". Beginning April 6, more than
2,000 census workers will go
across
block-by-block
Kentucky to develop a correct
and complete address list. The
. operation will continue through
mid-summer. The updated
, ,address list will be used to
deliver 2010 Census questionnaires next March. More than
140,000 address listers will
knock on doors across America
during the address canvassing
" operation.
"Address canvassing marks
,when the census jumps from the
, page to the pavement," said
William W. Hatcher, regional
director at the Charlotte
Regional Census Center, which
supports 2010 Census operaCarolinas,
the
tions in
Kentucky, Tennessee and
Virginia. "We've been planning
this constitutionally mandated
counting for years. Now the
census will be visible to everyone."
, Hatcher emphasized the
address list development in
, 2009 is the cornerstone of a
good census in 2010, and that
translates into power and money
for Kentucky. Census results are
used to determine the number of
congressional seats for each
, state, the shape of legislative
, and local government districts.
, and how $300 billion in federal
funds is distributed annually to
communities across America.
Address listers will use handheld computers that capture
GPS information as they comb
, the streets and knock on doors
to verify an address and inquire
about additional living quarters
, on the premises. Census workers also can be identified by an
official U.S. Census Bureau
badge or by calling a local census office. Census workers
never ask for bank or social
. security information. Census
employees take an oath of confidentiality and face a fine up to
$250,000 and five years in
prison for violating that oath.
The Census Bureau has
opened two local census offices
in Kentucky to support the
. address canvassing. The offices
. are located in Lexington (859)
422-7210 and Louisville (502)
580-0010. Later this year, five
more local census offices will
open in the state to support peak
; census activities in 2010.
Address canvassing will be con
• ducted out of 151 local census
offices across the United States.
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Photo provided

GUEST SINGER: Dave (White Wolf) Trezak is pictured as he
entertains for the patients and residents at Spring Creek
Health Center. Trezak, from Florida, offers old time favorites
and popular songs with native culture.

Photo provided

BIRTHDAY EVENT: Isaac Hansen, center back, recently celebrated his 12th birthday and
requested canned goods for Need Line instead of birthday gifts. Pictured, from left, are Josh
Howe, Prashant Chadradhar, Hansen, Seth Svebakken and John Koelsch.
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countries, including the experi- scholarly disence of Irish Americans from course.
He is on
both the Protestant and Catholic
from
traditions to fully understand the lease
MSU for the
Irish experience in America.
His participation in the confer- spring semester
is
a
ence was funded by the Franco- and
Fulbright Fulbright
Amylican
Scholar
Commission.
Mulligan joined the MSU fac- History
ulty in 1993 and received a Universit -r Mulligan, Jr.
Board of Regents Award for College Co k
Teaching Excellence in 2005. (UCC), Ireland. pursuing his
lie has pubtished and lectured research on migration from copextensively on American social per-mining areas in Ireland to
and industrial history; most the Michigan Copper Country in
recently. on the Irish copper the 19th century and working
miners. He is co-moderator of with UCC faculty and students
the Irish Diaspora Discussion interested in Irish migration
List, an international forum for studies.
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The Murray State University Jazz Orchestra performs earlier this year with the internationally
acclaimed jazz trombonist Wycliffe Gordon.

Jazz concert this Tuesday
"Swing Into Spring," with
the Murray State University
Jazz Ensembles will be performed Tuesday at 8 p.m. in historic Lovett Auditonum. The
university's Jazz Band and Jazz
Orchestra will be presenting
their final public appearances of
the year, performing a concert of
Jazz Classics and Big Band
Standards. Todd E. Hill is the
Director of Jazz Ensembles at
Murray State University. The
concert is free and the public is
cordially invited to attend.
• The MSU Jazz Band will
, open the program being drawn
; from jazz standards such as
Count Basic's "Topsy," Benny
Golson's tribute to the late jazz
• trumpeter Clifford Brown "I
- Remember Clifford," Jerome
composition
Richardson's
"Groove Merchant," a swinging
arrangement by Lennie Niehaus
" of Russ Morgan's popular tune
"You're Nobody 'tit Somebody
Loves You,""Creole Love Call"
and Ray Charles' hit "Hallelujah
and I Love Her So." Vocalist
Danielle Gosselin of Westfield,
MA will be featured on "Paper
Moon" and "Night and Day."
The MSU Jazz Orchestra will

(.2LASS I FI LDS

be performing selections drawn
from their extensive repertoire
including Duke Ellington's
"Sophisticated Lady" and
"Harlem Airshaft," Charles
Mingus' civil rights-era composition "Fables of Faubus," Dizzy
Gillespie's "Birks' Works," a
hard-swinging blues by pianist
Horace Silver "Filthy McNasty"
and Count Basic's chart
"Makin' Whoopee." Vocalist
Jasmine Davis of Benton will
sing "Skylark" and 'They Can't
Take That Away from Me."
Members of the MSU Jazz
Band include saxophonists
of
Wiggins
Steven
Madisonville, Ashley Boaz of
Princeton, Mandy Main of
Indianapolis, Ind., Sarah Paul of
DeShaun
and
Mayfield
Henderson.
of
Grinstead
Trumpets include Gabriel
Charbonneau of Greenville.
Chris Buis of Leitchfield, Shaun
Linton of Paducah, Bethany
Doll of Central City and
of
Grimm
Addisson
Madisonville. Trombonists are
Matt Roark of Sumner. Ill.,
Cody Wells of Lexington,
Daniel Holmes of Mayfield and
Josh Cole of Hopkinsville. The

rhythm section is Sarah Kendall
of Holland, IN on piano, guitarist J.C. Stewart of Wingo.
bassist Nathan Clark of
Owensboro. Justin Veazey of
Henderson on vibes and drummer Jake Bradley of Ferdinand.
Ind.
Members of the MSU Jazz
Orchestra include saxophonists
Chris Watson of Evansville, IN,
Johnathan Torsak of Murray.
Marshall Shank of Owensboro.
Rachel Dinwiddie of Wilmore
and James-Kyle Damron of
Murray. Trumpets are Jonathan
Nash of Paris, Tenn., Grant
Jones of Central City, Nick
Calcamuggio of Cannel. Ind.,
Kevin Dame of Manitou and
Heidi Saunders of Martin, Tenn.
Tim
include
Trombones
Hutchens of Murray, Jacob
Carroll of Central City Seth
Peveler of Bremen and Anthony
Daniell of Mayfield. Rhythm
consists of pianist Kala Dunn of
Brent
Princeton. guitarict
Webster of Louisville, acoustic
and electric bassists James
Boles of Knonsville and Nathan
Clark of Owensboro and drummer Joe Tarry of Williamsburg.

I tic hand Ludo v. LII Oc
ing a free concert Monday at 8
State
Murray
in
p.m.
University's Curris Center.
Vigilante bushwhackers with
a heart of gold, who are out to
bang your psyche and love you
dead - the five-man conspiracy
known as Ludo bring four years
of insane hard work. coast-tocoast survival touring, and endless trips back home to St. Louis
with "You're Awful, I Love
You," their major label album
debut on Island Records, arrived
in stores February 2008 with
lead single "Love Me Dead."
"You're Awful, I Love You"
was recorded in Los Angeles
over the course of eight weeks
with producer Matt Wallace,
who has worked with Maroon 5,
Train and Faith No More.
Described by band's Andrew
Volpe as "their healthiest, mostten-toed musicbaby yet," the
new album follows up its two
indie predecessors - Ludo's
self-titled debut album of 2003
(recorded in St. Louis, "in
roughly 14 days"), and 2005's
mini-album EP "Broken Bride"
on Redbird Records.
Ludo's slavishly devoted
legions of tans are logging on to
the Ludo video thing channel,
www.youtube.com/theludovideothing,checking out their

• The "New Music at MSU"
concert will be at 8 p.m.
Thursday in the Performing Arts
Hall. Pieces written by Mike
D'Ambrosio's composition class
will featured.
String
MSU
The
•
Competition will be all day at the
Performing Arts Hall on
Saturday.

error Murray Ledger 8 Times will

responsible

tor only one incorrect

ed

immediately

oe

made

so corrections can

155
160
165
1110

010

The band Ludo is pictured here performing at the
Bamboozled festival in October 2008.
latest episode 13 which includes
new track "Love Me Dead"
Toothbrush video. In addition to
tracks from their first two
albums - "Hum Along" from
"Ludo:" "Pt. I: Broken Bride"
and the monumental "Save Our
City" from "Broken Bride" the site also previews two tracks
from "You're Awful. I Love
You" - "Drunken Lament" and
"Love Me Dead."
Ludo is Andrew Volpe
(vocals, guitar). Tim Ferrell
(guitar, vocals), Tim Convy
(Moog synthesizer, keyboards,
vocals), Marshall Fanciullo
(bass), and Matt Palermo

(drums, vocals). They came
together in bits and pieces, settling into their lineup back in
2003, when they inhabited a 9(X)
square-foot smarmy abode in
Tulsa and started playing out.
Four years, two records. and "a
few hundred shows" later, they
were named one of the "Bands
To Watch In 2007" by
Alternative Press. With the
arrival of"You're Awful, I Love
You." Ludo has rededicated
themselves to their motto. voss
ing to "entertain people without
making them dumber."
For further information, visit
www.LudoRock.com.

Watson will perform a senior
recital at 6:30 p.m. Saturday in
the Farrell Recital Hall.
• Emily Wuchner will perform
a senior recital at 8 p.m
Saturday in the Performing Arts
Hall.
• The 1993 film "Interview
with the Vampire." based on the
novel by Anne Rice. will be
shown at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the
Curris Center Theater as part of
the Tinseltown Tuesdays series.

• There will be a percussion
ensemble concert at 8 p.m.
Thursday, April 9 in Lovett
Auditorium.
• The Murray State University
Department of Theater promises
a night of non-stop laughter as it
presents "The Servant of Two
Masters" in the Robert E
Johnson Theatre April 9, 10
and 11 at 7:30 p.m. and at 2:30
p.m. April 12. For further information ticket information, call
the box office at 809-4421

• There will be a woodwind
chamber ensemble concert at 8
p.m. Wednesday in the
Performing Arts Hall.

To add an event to the arts
Hawkins
contact
calendar.
hteague@murat
Teague
rayledgercorn.

Light the Way r
RELAY
to a Cure!
FOR LIFE

February Bidder must provide pr-wt of, minimum
$300,000 00 general liability and workers .mpen.ation insurance Request of Propotial Packets Ma',
he picked up at our business office during regular
hours Packets will he available April 6th. 2009 tine
will be received until April 22. 2009 Bidder will he
responsible for providing all materials and equipment necessary, including hauling any fill or spoil
in or out of the job as needed

Happy Birthday

Fhis man has
been known
to align your
car, plant a
world-class
garden and
play one heck
of a basketball game. He has seen the
Racers play in Lovett, Can'
Health, Racer Arena and the
RSEC. He is a Deacon, past
Sunday School teacher and a
true man of God. he has given
more than he has ever received
and is known and loved by
many.
So if you see him on Friday,
please be sure to wish him a

"Happy 90th Birthday!"

avaRig*
"Next Generation'e
Music Dreg"
• Weddings • Private Parties
• Song Requests Welcome
• Mixed music from all genres
• Soon to be hosting Karaoke
• Performing at the Keg
Friday Nights at 9pm

Brandon(270)348-4413
ftvc ii

1 a
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Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
-week delivery interested personsshould
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger. & Times
1001 Whittle_ it Ave.'-.

!PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Total Number of Luminaria Baas for this Person__

dtd'rtCAiy
r
tate/Zip'-Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to
Relay for Life, 100 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071
or return to The Muria) Bank. For more luminaria information. contact Carol Sims(270)753-1578.
CANCER SURVIVORS: To pick up a shirt, you must pre-register by April 1st Call Melissa at (270)382-2613
You can sign in for the survivor lap at RSEC after 3 p.m. on Fri.. Ma) I.
Luminarias sponsored by

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75,00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

and equip at no charge Housing provicted for those
beyond commuting at no cost Transportation and subsistence pay. alter 50'r of contract completed Transport
darty to worksite Apply for this adt at the nearest office

using lob

order
of state workforce agency in this state
numbers above with a copy of this advertisement
Sublect to random drug test at employers cost

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
06-20-09 TO 12-31-09 KY#0376219 16 OPENINGS)
EARL FUTRELL FARMS FARMINGTON, KY
04-23-0910 12-10-09 KY#0375412(15 OPENINGS;
NP PRODUCERS MURRAY. KY
06-15-09 TO 12-01-09 KY4.0376212 id OPENINGS
CHARLIE BURKEEN FARMS MURRAY KY
06-01-09 TO 12-31-09 KY/0375714 (6 OPENINGSI
DAVID GRAYSON FARMS HAZEL. KY
Laborer.,Nursery Laborer wage
Tobacco/Farm
$7 2548 00 Hr 14 contract hours guaranteed, all
fools and equip at no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay. after 50*. of contract completed
Transport daily to worksite Apply for trim lob al the
nearest office of stale workforce agency in Ihr5 state
Using lob order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subtract lo random drug test at employ-

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times,

nor

any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Murray Bank

DISCLAIMER
When accersing the
"'help wanted" .ection
on our eta...tried+
webpage at
murrayledger.com
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listing,
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

LEARN while you earn.
HVAC Service installer
needed. 1yr. experience required. Good
pay. insurance. vacation. 270-753-0300
LPN- medical office 3
days a week, (Tue,
Wed. Th
experience
preferred Possible fulltime after 6 months
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-I, Murray, KY
42071

ers cost

SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

PART-TIME retail sales
clerk. Experience preferred Apply at 209 N.
12th St. No phone calls
please
WANTED

060
Help Wanted
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's . We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
part time positions are
Must be
available.
r.
in p ot
taStee
entuekyin tti
licensed
Apply

son at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

1998 Gulf Stream Sun
Voyager Motor Home
34ft . 38,000k, 12ft
slide-out Call
GAS BUSTER
SCOOTERS
Battery source for all
small engines.
We sell for less,

BEAUTY shop equipment for sale. Priced
reasonable. Call 9780177 Of 731-697-2397.
FRESH milk co-op
293-6989
HOT tubl Good condiKept indoors
tion
Must sell 52,750
227-4139
New electric baseboard heaters still in
boxes. (6) 8 ft., (1) 5
ft.(3) 611. $20 each.
A.R.E. white truck bed
cover for 2006 Ford
truck $250; Troy-bdt 2
in 1 Super chipper
w/8 h.p.
shredder
Briggs and Stratton
motor $150. Call 270752-0270 for more
information or to view
items
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
Custom

surround

sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicsinc.com
270)753-7567.

Journeyman

week
protect (513)553-3476
leave name, number,
area code & brief message and we'll call you
back
Electricians, 10

Immediate opening lot a Night Shift Lead
Person (Forklift and lead experience a must)
Mon-Th 4 00pm-2.30am

Days and

Nights

Applicants must apply in person Accepting

Neutered,
FOUND
male, long haired, gray
Woodgate
in
cat
Subdivision.
753-6749
LOST: Blackberry cell
phone near Magnolia
and 17th on Wed,3/25.
Reward. 293-3863

ArlIdes

For Sole

(270)836-7398
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
05-01-09 TO 11-15-09 KY #03746638 OPENINGS)
KENNETH McCUISTON MURRAY KY
04-25-09 TO 12-15-09 KY #0375397 I12 OPENiNGS)
RICHARD SMOTHERMAN FARMS. MURRAY KY
05-01-09 TO 12-31-09 KY #0375439 i10 OPENINGS)
MUM FARMS. MURRAY KY
05-01-09 TO 12-05-09 KY #0379979(8 OPENINGS)
AHLP ASSOCIATION MURRAY. KY
05-01-09 TO 12-01-09 KY #0374994(10 OPENINGS)
BF&G ASSOCIATICN. MURRAY. KY
04-22-09 TO 12-20-09 KY #0374911 i6 OPENINGS)
MORGAN FARMS MURRAY KY
04-25-09 TO 11-20-09 KY '037490517 OPENINGS)
DVVAIN BELL. MURRAY KY
Laborer
wage
Tobacco•Farm
Laborer, Nursery
$T 2538 00 Hr 34 contract hours guaranteed all tools

and TANKSETTER
cm,,a, Co Propane Gas
in Murray has an sparing
for a focal propane delivery
POnItUCR (knot 0,1 tank
7.00tnstallef Must have a
COL-HarMat w Tanker
Excerieni pay great Palettes Pleas, call 753-7085
Of toil tree t, Warren at
1-800-974-4427 ert 14205
et7tatt horn at
wvanwyotd upgaS Cann

LARGE

SELECTION
WARD ELKINS
• I !Ill ro
CP)

CAREGIVER/SITTER
would like to sit with
elderly. 20 yrs. expenence. Will clean, cook.
bath, etc. and give lots
of TLC, Call 1-731782-6168
DELIVERY DRIVER

Agelkences

USED APPLIANCES

Mon-Fri 9 00am-3 00pm

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN. This is a
part-time dayshift position for Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Thursdays. Must be
licensed in the Stale of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOEMAE NO PHONE

HOME or office cleaning. 270-227-6535.

MOM COMPUTERS
ServiceiSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

(270) 753-1713
160

Hans Furnishings
2 twin beds, mattress

es, box springs and
frame. Excellent condition. $150 for everything. 978-0052.
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

real estate sales. If
needed, classes available Please fax
interest with resume to
270 759 4030.

LOOKING for person
bookkeeping
with
experience. Mon-Fri.
Send resume to: PO

Box 1040-M,

3130/2 ba single-wide
trailer, good cond
Move to your lot or rent
ourslowner financing
avail to qual buyer
270-978-7818

People. Experience
helpful but will train
qualified person.
Please call 759-1116
Monday-Thursday
800- 5:00 p.m

ANDOUES. Call Larry

753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin

collections.

APARTMENTS
Murra, KY 42071

1505 tikuguid

Dr •

270-753-8556
Too 1-8611-545-1533 Est 233
ONE MONTH FREE RENT W1111 I YEAR LEASE
rine and Twor &ninon, Apartments
Central Heal et Air
- ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS PS • I 1"51-4 5.1
m

Prcperta Marepement, LL.0

11211
UM To RIM
developed
NON
woods, small track,
lake view site for pnmitive camping. Need
access from main road.
Need walking access
to low bluff over lake
suitable for bank fishing. Write to. 8871
HWY 121 N.. KY
42020

1 BR apt, venous loa
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
18R & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease,
month deposit no pets.
75.3-2905
1BR all appliances in
Heights
University
Subdivision. Deposit,
lease, no pets. $325
753-4937 M-F 8-5.
753-3949.
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
29R IBA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475/mo. 1 month
secunty, no pets.
(270)519-4831
2BR Duplex. C/1-1/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259

Paying

Blue Book value.
293-6999

05 John Deere 595.
4WD. diesel engine,
power steering. 62'
mower deck. 293-1231
190
Firm Equipment

JD HI-Cycle Sprayers
600. 6.000, 6.500 from
$4,500. Parts &
Service. 502-550-4080

www.murraykyaparlments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included No PETS!
320
Apartments For Rant
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A. W&D,
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water.
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710

alt
appliances. 270-7595885. 270-293-7085
NEAR university. Like
new large 28R CAVA.
Low utilities. Quiet.

LARGE nice 1BR

What you ve been
looking for $440 +
deposit.
(270)978-0913
NOW LEASiNG
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

TOWNHOUSES

for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
over,
refrigerator,
stove, washer & dryer
Close to
included
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1,2 off. Call 270348-0458.
VERY nice 28R, all

2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

appliances. 270-7595885. 270-293-7085.

2BR. 1.58A all brick
duplex with garage in
Lynn Grove. Less than
tyr. old. All new appliances, including w,c1.
$675/mo 227-7579

2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

£LF50NIM

3 BR duplex. Coleman
RE 753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
48R, 2.58A duplex
now available. All appliances. No pets. 1 yr.
lease, deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5. M-F, 753-3949.
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 28R.
1.5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A,
appliances,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
pet
indoor
small
allowed. $675 mo. 4354273 or 293-7404

behind

340

Houma Far Sore
2 BR. appliances, wid
hook-up, air condition
er. garage, big fenced
back yard. $525/mo
South 9th St.
270-767-0615.
2&3 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East. lease &
deposit required
753-4109

2BR rural Calloway Co.
house. 1 acre, fruit
trees, garden space.
CM/A. appliances if
needed, carport but
garage not included 3
porches, 1 deck 1
patio. Write: 8871
N.,
121
HWY
Farmington. KY 42020
38R. IBA. bock ranch,
newly remodeled. 303
Wnodlawn. $675/mo
plus secunty.

270-474-2520
38R, 28A. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
4BR. 2BA, well water
C/H/A. $800/month 6
8 miles out of town
270-559-3557
ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N 38R,
1BA w/d, with 32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
Lease $600
pets.

month. 270-753-1718.

Check us out
on the Web!
min* inuriayklger.corn

April
Showers
bring May Flowers!

28R, patio. no pets
5355/mo 293-6070

Primary Care. all
appliances. Cali
RECEPTIONIST for
Dr.'s Office: Basic
Clerical Skills.
Energetic and
Excellent Personality
for Dealing with

mama wropeusa MWS

NICE 2 BP, no pets
753-9866

DUPLEXES

CALLS PLEASE
CREATIVE, pleasant,
cooperative person for

1 2 38R homes
FSBO Possible
finance Set-up in
Murray 8111978-7656

!TM

fraih.,t

38R $27500
753-6012

\It '.I

Daytime Phone

•-'- ,ASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

Lost and Found j

Paducah. Kentucky

i(prttid'ey

SrArk SiVef

r ,011 !r:

Hours • Monthly Ray

050

100 Kentucky Avenue

270.450-4444
www.theeursoncenter.org

In

Inv p,altl,,,er

Ffi

Oral

$8.25 First Day -20 words or lees • Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
'15 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Taking Applications for

applications

0 Cash C Check made payable to Americas Curer Society
Read name during luminaria ceremony at Relay 0 Not necessary to read name during cememon)
0 No acknoYk ledgment necessary or 0 Send acknowledgment card to:
Name

rENINCST

• Minimal

house positions

NIurra. k 1
1111,

Your Name
Address

CS'

DEADLINES

I

58.50 Column Inch, 60'; Discount 2nd Run,
40"; Discount 3rd Run.
0 Day Period
(All 3 Ad. ,141/.4 Run
53.35 per column inch extra fos Monday (Shopping Guidel

NEED-15NA CASH")

Also accepting applications for various ware-

753-1752

Please Print(learlv

Donation Enclosed S

\

16AW-DiATE OPENING -

4

City/State/Zip

Rai LINN
Labe Properly
..411 ,og
Logs For Real
Faroe For SOO
Acreage
Koala Foe 500
Molorcyeggis A ATV •
Auto Peas
Sport Ulegle Vehicles
Uese Cars
0.14
Uwe Truces
Camps.
boas 1 actors
Servs*. Dewed
Frag Column
Tobacco A Stepan

_

Murray Electrgc Syetatma will FA' accepting hida for
repair of yards and grounds that we may have damaged during the recent KV storm. 1-27-09 thru mid

Name

COMPUTER
SERVICES,INC.
WEST'ERN BAPEF HOSPITAL

430
435
age
446
460
456
440
470
410
415
490
495
500
510
520
530
5450
570

010

(please use oneform per person,

Carson
Center

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fern Eceapment
Reeve Eraaprneng
300410 000.0fofkk
Fleetwood
agree
Mabee Nome Lots For See
Waal Homes For Seee
WOOS Nom. For gang
Mame ea.Lots For Rent
(Wetness Renal
Apartments Fa Pent
Rooms For Rork
mouses Foe Rem
Slorepe Panties
Cornmeeca Property
Pas a Suopha
Lmeetoce et Supple,
Public Sae
Lana For Rent or Leese

Noses For Sale

Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor or to SUPPORT a caregiver.
Memorial luminarias are a symbol of HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivors' Itnninarias are
a symbol of HOPE for their today and many tomorrows. Each luminaria will be personalized
with the name of the person being remembered or honored The luminarias will line the track and
be lit for the Luminaria Ceremony at 9 p.m. on May I. Join us for this special event!
0In Support of Caregiver
Din Memory of
Din Honor of

Sponsored by

,90
195
ASS
2,0
220
NO
770
200
2115
300
320
130
340
360
370
340
310
410
425

Photo provided

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria

ON SALE NOW!

Lept Nonce
Nonce
,,.,..s,.,.
Financret
Roommate Yenta
Lost Aro Pound
Map wwww3
Poulton Wawa)
Domestic • Chilticere
Bus... Opportanetv
Electronss
Computes
Appliance Pats
Otani To Buy
Adages or Sate
Reettencae
Some F....rungs
Antique
Lawn 1 Garden

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Relay For Life Luminaria Order Form

MAY 12-14

be

Insertion Any error should be report-

Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Fri.. May 1, 2009 9 p.m. Stewart Stadium
Murray State University Campus

wvvw.riverdance. •

check

the first insertion of their ads for any

• Saxophone player Chris

LAST CHANCE TO SEE THE
ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL PHENOMENON!

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to

Arts in the Region
• MSU's Cinema international
series will present the 2006 documentary "DanNin's Nightmare'
at 730 p.m. Thursday, Friday
end Saturday at the Curris
Center Theater

010
020
053
ON
040
400
ON
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150

Mt RH Or

LEDGER&TIMES

•

Local Maw
C.ii,-,
530.00
t34,01)
me.
3
$.5;.00

Home Delivery

3 mo.6 roe.

1 yr. --...$105.00

Rest of KY/TN
tPip,cs.

Flackanant

3 iso,........370.50
6 me
.490.00
4120.00
1 yr.I
1 Cheek

1

All Other Mail

1

1
Subscriptions
1
574.00 1
3 mu.
$96.00 ,I
6 mo.
S145.001.
1 yr.
...__J

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I St Addres,

767-9948
City
EFFICIENCY apart'
ments for rent Some I State
Zip
utilities paid. S220/mo.
Daytime Ph
No pets. 767-9037
I •
Mail this coupon with payment to:
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances.
Murray Ledger & Times
water. sewer. trash,
P.O. Box 1040
electric included
Murray. KY 42071
$550mo
(270492-8211

•

Or call 12701 753-1916
4

SATURDAY, APRIL 4TH, 2009 at 1000 A.M.
mum*: GellIabores Troller isles 'HO US 641, Peryeser, 1111

Al the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, K.
From Mayfield take Hwy. 80E to Hwy. 121 South. turn onto
Hwy. 1836 So. and follow to auction. From !Murray, KV take
Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove. See auction signs.
old chifNice old bedside table 1904 - brass lamp 1910 and
ferobe - old press I800's, may be walnut - frost free refrig&
erator - electric cook stove - nice Zenith color Is. - bed
table
bedside
&
vanity
bed
twin
desk
hole
knee
dresser
floor lamp
- table & 4 chairs - couch - 2 maple lamp tables - pictures
table
leaf
drop
lamps
table
recliner
loveseat
- large
- 2 stools - upright freezer - small kitchen appliances
bowl
white cabinet - comer what not - preserve stand - sugar
china
&
glass
old
other
dishes
- bean pot - Empire green
machine &
stone jar w/lid - pots & pans - flatware - sewing
old quilt
sewing basket - electric heater - old bed chamber - magazine
- stereo cabinets - wall shelf - exercise bicycle
tiller - like new
rack - tea pitcher - bean pot - lawn mower &
standing
Sears riding mower-(2) 10" table saws. nice - free
tools
yard
&
hand
ladder
extension
drill press - aluminum
and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

DAN MILLER i2701435-4144
BELL Bug & TERRY D. PASCHALL AUCTIONEERS
'My Service Doeso 1 Cost It Pays

Selling the Equivalent. Tools, Shop Equtpanent. Antiques 'Furniture, Toys,
Mopeds & Seouleri. Trailers, sad the New Trailer Material of Mr. Jimmy M.
Gaillsoort. Also Selling Real Estate la Hazel. KY.
REAL ESTATE
Large .1 Bedroom Home situated in prime Hazel.
Kt Commercial zone Neat dour to Click Mail &
onlv 'block to Its Mate Line Ptopetty will sell
front sale site in Puryear. TN. nisi a couple of
miles South on 641 Property Sells at 12(5)
Noon"'

ERIN

1 Joni CIhV.I /0
,
.

dory you. slur
We Offer:
•All Size Units
•24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Ell
Useelodt & Supplies
Straw for sale
293-6989
Yard Sale

All sine to
fit your needs
located by
Froggy radio station

Murray Ledger &Tom Fair
Housing Ad Nati.
All real estate atitertried herein
is sublet to the Federal Fair
lioirung Act, which rrakes it
illegal to ad,ertne ant prelerance limitation or drscnnlinanon based on rate allor rein
gull WI. IlJndIt'ar ilT111.0
inter
hus or national ongin,
tion to nuke ant sail preter
enar limitations or ..loa-runina
non
State laws turbid discrirnination
in the sale rental or advertising
it vim t.taie ha.ed or tailors in,
addition to those protected
under hileral as.
t4.- will imonIngls airrpt am
ad‘rstisoit) Inc real istate which
o not In violation ot the as. All
per‘on* are beret,- informed
that all dwellings adverttsed are
au alai* on an equal ocrixtu
nt, basr•
Fun tUrtheT asststamy utth Fair
Housing Adi.ortnory requirements contact NAA COIPP•el
soy heti
hers l'

3 PAR re
CARPORT
0.1.001,0114 1,

SALE
1221
Mist
WAREHOUSE,

Leles Property

14ORSWORTHs'
KY Lake
Bargain!

ROAD
KIRKSE!
FRIOAf &
SATURVAY
11:00.

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
725 S. 4TH ST.
Canterils. &
I8X le $25 le:15 Sit
12761436-2524
127612934w
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Sate & clear
'We set boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Ceernarleal Pros For Rseti
3yr. old commercial
building. 30x40. Could
be used for storage
Low utility bills. work753-6106,
home-753-3258.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905,
293-1480

75 gal aquarium with
cabinet stand & equipment. $300 obo. 9780008 from 8:00-5:00.
German
AKC
Shepherd, female, 1.5
yrs.. great dog. Call
315-765-1825.
AKC York* puppies
CKC
$400-$500.
puppies
Chihuahua
$300. 270-530-0425.
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
FOR Sale Lab puppies
1 male. 5-female At
black. $250.
H 489-6264
C 703-9139
puppieiSHIH-TZU
AKC, male & female
S250-$350. Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

BACK YARD SALE
1714 OAKHILL
FRIDAY
8-00-4:00
SATURDAY
8:00-1:00
NO EARLY SALES!
Book see:Mies, tools.
computer desk &
general met•

2.13 AC - 625,200
FREE Covered Boat
Sipe
(Was $39.9001 Rolling
scattered
meadow
hardwoods, private
KYLake access & pastoral
views Good rd
frontage. utilities, perfect for
log home. Low financ
mg Call now
3-800704-3154,
x2263.

Loft FOr Saba

7./-iandese. no clothes.

C211.01

YARD SALE
54 ASTER
FRI. & SAT.
11:00-1:00
27 Chrome wheels
and tires, 06 Yamaha
Raptor 700, poker
Mole & chairs,
clothes computer
desk, wicker chair.
silk florets. dishes,
home decor & More

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
HIGH RIDGE
RESORT
SUBDIVISION
WEST OF AURORA
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Sofa. loveseat washer, dryer. china cabinet Chevy Blazer
ATV, fishing tackle,
lots more household
!tams
Yard Sale
1667 Irvin Cobb
Road, signs will
be posted.
Friday &
Saturday
6:30 a.m. tit 77?7?
Home decor, end
tables, floor lamp.
futon, baby/children
clothes, strollers, car
seats, prom dresses,
and much more

GNAWS REAL
ESTATE II AUCTiON
ob
l i?7(:)t 7.61 12S:3
v i27.01 705-4470

.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

INSTRUCTIONAL

'DIVORCE wan or
without children $95
Writ FREE name
change documents
(eale only) and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy Call us
24hrs/ 7 days 1-888789-0198

•AIRLiNL._, ARE HIRING- Train tor high
paying AlrriailOrl
Maintenance Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Housing
available CALL
Aviation Institute ot
kartiritaruarwei 18881349

MOTORCYCLES,SCOOTERS
YAMAHA SX1100 w/Fainng Saddle Bags. Extra Lights. Chrome. Etc
Loaded'''. PIAGGIO Scooter (Made in Italy) Model 788.94360 w/Only 2748
Miles; YAMAHA "Blaster- Four Wheeler. YAMAHA "4 Moto" Four Wheeler,
HONDA CB360T Motorcycle, 17350 Miles; SUZUKI Moped; PlAGGlO
Scooters. LAFONT 150CC Scooter, Like New: BENELI Mini Bike: Vintage
Mini Bike: 1 Cyl. Bicycle (Old): Several Mopeds, Scooters & Old Bicycles

BUSINESS
SERVICES

1978

TOOLS & SHOP EQUIPMENT
SNAP ON Wire Feed Welder, Model YA-212A. MILLER CP300 w/Wire Feed
L-TEE Tig Welder, 40/20 Amp Plasma ('utter. INGERCart
Shop
Attachment.
SOLL RAND An Compressor. Torch Set w/Hoses: HOBART Mig Welder. (3)
LINCOLN -Buzz Boxes": Metal Cutting Band/Hack Saws (Power,. Bench &
Portable. Shop Tables w/Grinders, Vises. Etc.: Chop Saws: Disc Grinders. (4)
Dnll Presses. Air Tools - Impacts. Drills. Grinders; Large Assortment of Drill
Bits: Rollers/Metal Stands (Several): Electric/Manual Chain Hoists & Winches:
Bolt Bins/Bolts. Boxes/Spools, Mig Welding Wire, Pallet Shelving: C-Clamps
MILWAUKEE Sawzall;
(3i Commercial Paint Sprayers.
20*.
CRAFTSMAN/Ranline Tool Chests w/Tools; CRAFTSMAN Miter Saw; Floor
Jacks. Metal Cutting Saw "Master Cut"; HOBART Wire Feed & Welder w/Rolling
Crane. TRI-STAR Metal Bar.d Saw. (3) Large Air Compressors 13 Phase & 1
Phase,. Extra Long Aluminum Ramps; Container Full of New Tools"" Pump &
Motor, Metal Press, 45 Ton: Table Saws: Alligator Metal Shear: Tools Boxes_
Aluminum/Steel. Punch Press
LAWN MOWERS
CUB CADET 1020 Riding Mower; FORD LGT 100 Riding Mower, WHEEL
Riding Mower; MURRAY Riding NE:wet.
CASE
Mower;
HORSE Riding
Weecleaters: Yard Size Chipper/Mulcher

759-4017
293-7144

FALWELL
ESTATES
Robertson Rd. South
Now selling lots.
(270)753-9250
falwelleatates.corn

3 bedroom, 1 1/2
baths, 2-car garage
workshop, on 4 acres
land Priced to sell
Phone 293-6392
313R. 2BA new conCampbell
struction,
Estate Great price
Call for appt. 7533966. 293-9747
BEAUTIFUL 3Bedroom, 1-Bath
1350 Sq-Ft .bock
1502 Henry St
$87,500
Call 812-677-1046
MURRAY Estates 3
BA.
2.5
BR,
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre
lot.Low 200's.
7 67-2246.

by Jacqueline Mal
iatiVERS LUSAB I "

Windows:Dieu: s

Commercial &
Residential
licensed & Insured
'Scheduled Mowing
FREE ESTIMATES

"Driver Collecting
,You
Unemployment
may quality for State
Training Dollars Job
Placement assistance
Complete CDL training
& Go to work in 3
weeks Truck America
Training 866-244-3644

Call

270.227.1591
Frames

it

-Drivers- Miles &
Freight. Positions available ASAP, COL-A with
tanker required. Top
Pay. premium benefits
and MUCH MORE
Call or visit us online.
877-484-3061
4.8Al.oakleytratisportc

'.ers ices. incij
pair

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
'Trees shaped, trimmed Or removed
*Stump Removal -Alt modern epouipment
-24 hour emergency service «Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res. 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
'No iob is complete until customer is satisfied

Orn

•Dnvers Needed...
Werner Enterpnses. No
expenence required.
Get your CDL in few
short weeks. Shared
tuition program. Local
training. 1-888-5035151
www.beatruc.ker.com

*Absolutely no cost to
you' All brand new
power wheelchairs.
hospital beds and
scooters Immediate
delivery. Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to
qualify.

•OTFI Drivers- Join
PTL! Up to 34cpm.
REQUIRED 12 months
expenence and COL-A.
Out 10-14 days. No
felon or DUI past 5
years 877-740-6262

MOBILE HOMES
'GOVERNMENT WILL
PAY YOU $8000.00 TO
BUY A NEW HOME.
Dont Miss Your Share
of the Stimulus Bail
Out Money' No
Gimmicks. No Hype
CALL NOW FOR
INFO! TOLL FREE
866-338-0416.

'Pickup truck &
Commercial truck drivers needed. Deliver RV
trailers and commercial
trucks and buses to all
48 states and Canada.
Log on to
www.RVdeliverylobs.co

Horoscope

OA .
75 ,-460
PHI1_Lli

•Spiing Chian-up
4Auldieng
•Trimming
Jeremy 2113-311113

e II c an-up yard
and rake
Free estimates
Tim Becker
(270)978-0806
(270)362-2026
Quicker. Better,
Cheaper,
• WI d Iii Pa411.ng
• Handyman WOrk
• 30 years esp

for
1 HDA1
HAPP1
Friday. April 3, 2009:
This year. greet the world with a
big smile. confident and sure 01
yourself. Often, you will rethink
a decision or center yoursell
once more. During these penoils, you reconfirm in your mind
that you have found your yellow
brick road, not someone else's.
Your creativity merges with
power, creating a force to be
dealt with in whatever arena you
so choose. If you are single. high
charisma defines your social
life. A torrid love affair awaits
those who are ready. If you are
attached, the love temperature
could sizzle. Invest in a good
fan! LEO loves your passion.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

(270)293-6619
(270)469-2069

CALLOWAY COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL SPEECH'

AM

Calloway Middle Speech
Team 5th in the State

ARIES(March 21-AprI119)
**** Stepping back has
taught you a lot. Now, step forREUBEN'S
Speaking.
Anna Brashear placed 6th in Extemporaneous
The Calloway County Middle
ward and apply new information
PROFESSIONAL
Katie Neihoff was a semi-finaland
Interpretation
or perspectives. What emerges School Speech Team concluded Poetry
LAWN CARE
ist in Prose Interpretation and
•WeedeatIng
will be delightful and invigorating their season this weekend with a Sullivan McCallon placed 3rd in
Servicing Calloway &
Poetry
in
English
in some manner. Still, a boss or 5th place finish at the Kentucky Interpretation of Literature. Logan
*Clean out Flower Beds
Marshall Co
responsibilities exist -- honor
Interpretation. The Duo Acting
7
Free estimates
High School Speech League Landon Fike placed 2nd in
them. Tonight: Make merry.
and
(270)293-2797
State Tournament in Bowling Interpretation of Literature - a team of Logan English
ALL Carpentry
TAURUS (Arsell 20-May 20)
BARRY JAMES
Adrian Herndon also competed
a very successful
to
end
fitting
schools
middle
Nineteen
Green.
S
ELECTRONIC
**** Speak your mina. Be
Construction
REYNOLDS
in the semi-final round.
season.
*Homes *Remodeling
aware of the power of the mind competed at the event which was
& SON'S LLC
Coach Jennifer Dunnaway
Calloway
from
students
Six
-21st,
20
• Decks -Screened
and of its children: ideas. Invest held March
• 1410,. /00Kle
• Bush Hogging
we have
The team boasts 6 state tour- competed in the semi-final remarked,-The success
Porches 'Garages
in an idea that deeply appeals to
• Land Clearing
01
"Rotten
'Sagging
you. Though on some level you nament finalists this year includ- round at the tournament which seen this year is an indicator
• Tractor Work
Floors *Termite
(270) 227-9212
retreat midday, it doesn't mean ing the Improvisational Duo placed them in the top eighteen the incredibly talented and hard• Do/Gravel Hauling
Damage -Home &
events. working students on the team.
their
that a commitment is over. team of Kennedy Garrison and students
in
270 226-9015
Mobile Home
Tonight: Happy at home.
We placed 5th out of 40 schools
Kennedy Garrison was a semiStephanie McClain who placed
Licensed & Insured
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Aldridge & McCulston
Kennedy finalist in Storytelling. Nick - I think that says a lot about our
that event
in
6th
270-227-0587
Roofing Co
***** Don't expect others to
Betts and Nate Clause were student's dedication to the
Garrison also placed 6th in
270-753-2353
see eye to eye with you. Many
154 yews exp.
in speech team."
semi-finalists
Literature.
of
Interpretation
reel squeezed financially, so
APPUANCE REPAIR
licensed eontrae.tor
absorb a new perspective and a
Free Estimates
SERVICE & PARTS
different outlook. Ease up on
(270) 293-8726 OR
(270)292-4020
having things your way. Do a bet759-5534
(270)293-1924
ter job of listening and sharing.
Chuck Van Buren
FUTRELL'S Tree
Tonight: Out with cohorts.
SOUTHERN
Service
I'Il‘1:1'
HCINIE
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
removal.
Trimming,
IMPROVEMET/
*** Mood swings are nothing
stump grinding, firenew for you, but you could be
wood. Insured.
shocked by how quickly security
489-2839.
can become the issue this after75!)-11.501
noon. Consider backing off from
73-1537
a difficult but key person in your
THE Murray Ledger & life. Tonight: Enjoy friends withTimes considers its out raiding your bank account.
• weekly & special pick
• locally owned/operated sources reliable, but LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
do occur. *** This afternoon, you transASIIIiIaI 759-1151 • 293-2783 inaccuraciesusing
this form into the Leo power we all
Readers
l.1,mg. alcoaltin:
293-2784
information do so at would prefer to have on our
their own risk. Although team. Your magnetism and
IIINN 114 Vk
persons and compa- sunny style make many feel
270-753-12791
nies mentioned herein comfortable. Positive thinking
Nlarhie
are believed to be rep- can be contagious. Tonight: Find
-3301 St. RI 121N.
utable. The Murray that person who makes your
BRANDON'S Outdoo.
•
753-8087
Ledger & Times, nor heart sing
Service Lawns, shrub',
• 39:
any of its employees
bushogging
tilling,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
.16 pl., I tours 441164..10
accept any responsibilblade work.
**** Accomplish all that you
their
for
whatsoever
ity
H-436-5277
can by high noon, when you
Photo provided
activities
'
It SKIN,
C-978-0543
enter a reclusive and reflective
1411113“)14kS
Dylan Boone, Liz Wall, Lucas
Pittman,
Kirby
:
one)
(row
are
left,
from
row,
front
Pictured,
on
continue
to
are
you
If
phase.
ULTIMATE.
BRUSH & Hammer.
•Itat
the same path, times of thought Anderson,(row two) : Teacher Krista Shelby, Jantzen Sparks, Lindsey Coleman, Lindsay
Painting, fix-it's &
• I mu
and centering will be necessary. Lambert, Sarah Morgan(row three): Chaney Curd, Ashley Dawson, Brett Watson, Tori
ornitp,
repairs, decks presDon't fight the inevitable. Tonight:
and
• W.11,
and
washed
sure
Chapman (row four): Teacher Mandy Swain, Hannah Riley, Stephen Orr, Max Crofton
rdenstr starting at SAC
Shhh ... you don't have to tell all.
stained.. 436-2228.
Stubblefield.
Adam
-•••..) S2 in
22)
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
**** Taking a stand is not
LAWN moving service
always your strong point. Feeling
15 years experience
Carpet &Hemel
WEDELS TREE
overwhelmed happens too often
SERIRCE
estimates
Free
reset tip
for your taste. Consider delegatOrr
kocal *tic & Ins
Insured 759-4564
Saks A Instafkawm
ing more. Opportunity strikes
'Trimming
90 dies UMW as rash art
when you least anticipate it. A
down 'Removal
'Take
LAWN Mowing. Free
meeting proves to be the fertile
753-7728
*Bucket Truck 'Chipper
estimates. Call Craig
bed of many ideas. Tonight:
(270)293-8105
Fox at 270-492-8156.
who accompanied the group,
Daily
(270)841-1588
Network away.
Murray Middle School sev- pushed for Average
270-293-0034
worked hard on
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
enth and eighth grade students Attendance(ADA) funds to fol- said the group
YARD mowing servic- **** Read between the lines
their bills presented. "It takes
of the
Youth
instead
student
Kentucky
the
the
low
attended
I, 111 (1\1\1
es. Fair prices. Free and examine what you feel are
to create and
Assembly (KYA1 in Louisville current "follow the school dis- innovative thinking
estimates. 978-2397
I.\\\R\ 1( 1the possibilities. Is someone
present each bill presented at
at trict.While
December.
past
this
Ii‘ming.1Linultang.
YEARRY'S Tree
missing a key opportunity? Help
this assembly." she said. "We
had the chance to
Ininnuic.Stinan.
Service. Free estiothers see the multifaceted pos- KYA. students
The bill was one of four to
were incredibly proud of all the
'humttall Ilirtiim,i'ktiis,rii
democratic
Kentucky's
learn
Phone
mates.
sibilities of an event or discusadvance straight through the students that went to KYA. but
pro227-0267
student
436-2562.
7”-861t2
sion. Your leadership skills come process, debate
first round of debates and pre- especially our student bill. It's
D&M Lawn Care
ell: 22%0'726
into play in the p.m. Tonight: A duced bills, and visit the state
227-8575
sented to the Kentucky State just more proof of how much
must appearance.
capital. Murray's bill (written
Free Column
we should value all of our stu22-Dec. and presented by Hannah Riley, Senate.
(Nov.
SAGITTARIUS
DAVIS Handywork's
ideas and beliefs."
dents'
21)
teacher
MMS
Shelby.
good
home
to
Krista
FREE
Watson)
Brett
Max Crofton. and
Roofing, small home
cat. ** or* Working with an associmale
gray,
garages.
repairs,
declawed. neutered, lit- ate or partner might be exhaustdecks, siding, winAny Lawn Needs
ter-box trained, up to ing, especially as you might be
dows. doors & home
price
Beat any
hitting ground zero and facts
date shots, very loving
buiding to suit. No Jot
remain facts. Be inspired in the
(270)293-6872s 270-350-0694
too small.
afternoon and seek out many
; (270)227-9464
who don't think like you Tonight.
MISC. work- plumbing,
Leo'!" S'AiN1 ".
Consider a spontaneous invitapainting, electric. etc.
Sheieirtick.Kni
tion: you could enjoy a new type
227-6535.
Reeiits•elial
of happening.
i-,1i11010fr
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
MOWING & Tnmming.
scheduled
Loading Dock of
**** What you believed you
Reliable
knew about the people around
lawn maintenance. Any
Murray Ledger
size yard in town or
you could prove to be way off
county. Tree tnmming,
Though you don't need to beat
Times
shrubs, mulch etc.
yourself up, do be aware. People
available. Call Steve
change and transform. Honor
First Come
767-9178.
that fact, as well as the fact that
First Serve
you have evolved in a new direcMOWING Free
tion too. Tonight: Make togetherestimates
Please
ness a theme.
, 270-227-3574
(270)293-0508
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Calls
Phone
No
evre.houstonelectricco.com
*** Listen to news that wings
your way. Though you might
shake your head, use this information to your highest good.
Network this afternoon, after you
have cleared off your desk and
returned all calls. Tonight: What
starts as a conversation could
turn into dinner out.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Funnel your ideas and try
to be more practical. Though it is
nice to be a visionary of sorts,
what might be even better is to
find a reality-based application
for your thoughts. Others will
Photo provided
support you if they see the benerecently hosted an open house.
fits of a concept. Tonight: Head OPEN HOUSE HELD: Murray Opthalmology Associates
a recent
home if you're tired.
Pictured are Dr. David Bryson and Dr. Hal Capps, with staff members celebrating at
1001 Whitnell Ave. Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
has
Opthalmology
moved
Murray
offices
location.
new
office
their
at
held
was
that
Open House
BORN TODAY
(2701753-1916
at 300 South 8th Street, Medical Arts Building, in Suite 505 East.
located
now
is
and
Comedian Eddie Murphy (1961)
JOSH'S LAWN I
I
SERVICE
Free Estimates
'Mow/rig -Mulching

AK TRACTOR
WORKS
• Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• Food plots
(270) 753-5482

144)S.

CONCESSION EQUIPMENT
12) Cotton Candy Machine; !Crispy Kist Korn Machine, Popcom Popper
in/Stainless. Kettle Motor. Warmer, Slush Puppie Machine; Tom's Peanut Cabinet.
Bunn Coffee Machine: Star Model 36 Hot Dog Cooker, Pizza Oven: Coke Drink
Box
ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES
'Oak Hoosier Style Cabinet w/Flour Bin. Granite
Top: Hand Spun Printing Press (Very Old): Old
Printing Press Accessories; Advertising Lights,
Clock, Miller. Weideman. Etc.; CAT Radiator
w/Cast Grill; Platform Scales: Tom's Peanut
Cabinet: Old Scales, Hanging. Standing. Etc,
Old Car Parts - GM 348 Engine Power Glide
Transmission. Lights. Heads, Grills. Chrome, Etc..
150's) Tolieini -Mobile" Gas Pumps Matched Set: Old Motorcycle Pans
Harley, Honda. Etc.: Old Tractor Parts; RR lacks - 43A. 84A. No. 29 Simplex;
Old Toys - Structo Army Search Light Truck, Tonka, Nylint. Buddy L Semi Trucks,
Most in/Advertising. 50-« - Lots & Lots'. Metal Lunch Boxes: Old Dolls & Toys:
Porcelain Wood Stoves: Old Fireplace Mantles: Champion Spark Plug Cleaner:
Delaval Cream Separator; "Easy- since 1877 Washing Machine; Buffet,
Sideboard. Antique Cash Register, Hanging Detecto Scales; Coke Drink Box;
Old Boat Motor. Flat Top Trunk
TRAILERS. MATERIALS, NEW MATERIALS
2) 6x /0 Trailers. (31 5x8 & 10 Trailers: 16' Trailers; 20' Trailers. Car Dolly;
30' Storage Trailer, 35 Ton ALABAMA Lowboy: Large Lot New
w/Sign:
Trailer
Channel Iron: Large Lot New Angle Iron. Large Lot 2x4 Lumber - 4 Pallets;
Large Lot New 2x8 Lumber - 4 Pallets: Large Lot New 4x8 Lumber - 6 Pallets;
Large Lot New 2x10 Lumber - 3 Pallets: Large Lot Trailer Axles - Some
o/Brakes. 35000i. Large Lot New IH Bolts, Large Lots Wire Harness. Large Lot
Trailer Hitches. Large Lot Light Kits: Large Lot New Wheels & Tires; Large Lot
Fenders & Fender Wells(50+ ); Large Lot Trailer Jacks. Large Lot Trailer Springs:
Large Lot Trailer Accessories: Large Lot Metal Mesh Flooring: Also Log Chains.
Hooks, Binders, Hitches; Large Lot 2400LF Cedar Siding. Tongue & Groove, 8'.
10'. 12', 14'. 16' Lengths
MAKE NOTE - This is only a portion of Mr. Gallimore's Collection!! Plan to find
Much. Much More than Listed!!!

•.1

raw-

Mend

•BIH Trucsung
Company Driver
Trainees Neededi No
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Earn up to $900/ week
Company endorsed
CDL Training Job
assistance Financial
assistance 888-7805539

MEDICAL 'This le
Medical for Sale, NOT
Hein Wanted'

FISHING
'Jones Fish & Lake
Management Free
Catalog, 1-800-6623474. Free Gamefish
Delivery, Gamefish
Stocking, Pond
Aeration, Fountains.
Aquatic Weed Control,
Canada Goose
Control, Floating
Docks.
www.JonesFish.com

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

866-280-5836

•DiSH NETWORK
Satellite TV systems
installed FREE this
week! 100+ Channels
$9.99 No bank
account needed, No
$$$ down needed!
(866)689-0523 Call
now for detail&

Thursday. April 2, 2009 • 9

CLASSIFIEDS

'Reach over 1 million
5387
readers with one call'
Contact the classified
'Attend College Online
department of this
from Home, 'Medical
TERMS ON REAL ESTATE: 20.X Down Day of Sake w/Balance Dee
newspaper or call KPS 'Business •Paralegal
AS-LS!
Sells
Property
at
Closing.
Poseadoe
Deed.
of
w/Ltellvery
at 1-502-223-8821 for
'Computers 'Cnminal
more information about Justice. Job placement
EQUIPMENT
placing a 25-word clas- assistance Computer
1H TD15C Dresser
CASE 880C Lisasatot.
sified in 70 newspaavailable Financial aid
Dozer •••• TOW el Shift. Hydraulic Tilt, PORD 4000
Triii or /Scles -0-Speed. 19114 PETERBILT
pers for only $250
if qualified. Call 86ERoad Tractor w/159. 1990 1H Day Cab w/CAT
858-2121
426. 15 Spd ALABAMA 15 Ton Lowboy
AUCTIONS
www.CenturaOnfine.co
JCS
Trailer.
"HUGE PRIMITIVE
1550B Loader
Backboe: GEHL "High Flo" Sludsteer. Ds!..
AUCTION Saturday,
'Collecting
CATERPILLAR Horse Drawn Road Grader. MF
April 4, 5pm. 727 14tn
Unemployment? You
245 Tractor. NH 846 Round Baler: 30' Storage
West
Street
may qualify for State
Trader; 4 Wheel Wagons, JD 2 Row Planter. 2
WV.
Huntington,
Row Cultivator: 5/6' Bushhogs. eir/' Box Blades,
Training Dollars. Job
Collectibles,
Antiques,
Dump
4's4'
TIECO Turf Truck. 2 Cyl Gas. w/
Placement Assistance.
Etc. Pictures and listBed; Gooseneck Trailer 20" JD 6 Way Blade. 12
Complete Heavy
Shank Clusel Plow; LANDPR1DE 72- Mower:
ings available.
Equipment Operator
HD 3 Pt. Forks; Horse Drawn - Grader. Plows,
on.co
wierivadkinsaucti
Training In less than 30
Planter. Cotton Planter. Disc, CAT Engine (No
m. Larry Adkins #736
days. Amencan Heavy
12 Road Grader); 3500 Watt Generator: CLARK
304-412-1247.
Forklift; YALE Forklift. Pneumatii. Tue.!
Equipment Training

430

11

STATEWIDE

ESTATE AUCTION

Saturday, April 4th, 2009•10 a.m.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

PUBLIC AUCTION

Storage Rentals

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

8• l'hursday, April 2. 20114

ALSO SELLING: Concrete Figurines. Bird Baths, Flower Pots. Concrete Molds,
Concrete Mixer, Pallet Jacks, Wheel Barrows
AIRPLANE
FAUX PIPER CUB "Kit- Edition, Single Engine.
Single Wing Airplane. w/447 RoTec Engine. 2
Stroke. 32' Wingspan,'TPI Wood Prop. only 226
Hours. Built to copy Pipet Cub. Small enough to
not need pilot's license
AUTOS
1967 CHEVROLET SWB Factory A/C Pickup (Needs Work)
1968 VOLKSWAGON Bug, New Paint, Tires, Clutch (Love Bug)

STEVEN J. BUNCH .AUCTIONEER
ROT BUNCH - AUCTIONILEIUREAL ESTATE BROKER

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
P. O. Poo 1.01
Mold. EV 42001
at REALTY CO.
"Better Auctions Art- Bunch Auctions"
12701376 2992 (270) 745 5080 (270) 748 5527
www.bunetebriaau, ttorirraltrcom
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For Eels
NEW 2100sqft brick
home. Hill top view 1/2
mile to Murray. Must
see. $144.000. By
owner. 519-8570

Need to sell sour house?
. Call us we will be glad to help.
Ledger & Times
M
270-753-1916
(AA) Government Funds available
for let time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!

New 2-4
Bedroom hum
in Rheresid
Estates.
Matt Jennings

293-7872
* uy
Housee!
1-aat Croak Offer
Stop Foreclosure

(270) 443-6737

761-HOME
76IHOME.COM

941 Walston Road
Nicely landscaped semi- wooded 2 acres 3
bedrooms 2 baths, large living & dining room
plus den Many updates including new kitcher
Large attached 2 car garage plus 2 12 car
detached garage
(270)753-0194

Davidson
HARLEY
FLHTCI, blue/silver.
1,800 miles. 293-1231

I Arts
08 Suzuki King Quad
322
400 FS, 4x4
miles. $3,900
978-7332
07 Suzuki King JuciLl
70C, fuel injected, 4x4
254
automatic.
miles.$5,400.
978-7332
2006 H.D. FXSTS 3K
miles, $10,800 obo.
978-0008 from 8005 00
06 Honda llmiumr, Ohm..
4x4. fuel imected. auto390-miles,
matic.
Gorilla lift, 30in mud
ides $4,200
978-7332.

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

«Try WWW.kyrents.ofg*STAY AND PLAY at
a FREE service for
one of Kentucky's top
renters and landlords!
golf courses. Cherry
Custom searches,
Blossom. Georgetown
amenities, photos, drivCall 502-570-9489
ing directions, and
about Slay and Play.
more!
including furnished
townhome. golf for four
HELP WANTED
•Air Traffic Control.
Paid training, valuable
skills, great benefits,
vacation, raises. No
exp. needed. HS grads
ages 17-34. Call MonFri (800)282-1384

USED TIRES
14.,.15, 16 inch
Startin§ at 520
mounted'

Cull 753-5606

I

Sport Utley Vsledes

04 Jeep Grand
Cherokee Laredo,
4WD, V-6, excellent
condition, $8,900. Can
be seen at 718 South
4th St. 293-7452
02 Ford Explorer XLS.
white, 112k, excelient
$6,500
condition.
(270)210-0031.

ALSO SELLING: Building Materials. Cabinets, Lumber. Doors. Shutters.
Windows, Faucets, Door Knobs, 7 Portable Buildings; York Heat Pump; 100«
Sheets Used Metal
TERMS ON PERSONAL PROPERTY: Full Settlement Day of Sale with Cash
for large purOf Check. NO DEBIT OR CREDIT CARDS. Bank Letter required
chases if unknown by Auction Co. All announcements made day of sale take precedence over any previous advertisements

460

FOR RENT

Ussd Cars

Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also.
753-2594.
. TOUR AD .•

COULD at
HERIVFOlt •
1
04 Chevrolet Silveradc
Sport, 6.0
Super
Black with
engine.
black interior, lights of
chrome. 293-1231.
02 Dodge Ram 1500.
reg. cab, 2wd, V8, 98K
miles. runs great, lots
of extras, $7,800.
293-8668

Chevrolet 20R
49
Sedan, 37.000 actual
miles, no rust, good
interior. 293-1231.

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
-Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
-Decks
No lob too small

Campers

Hill Electric

05 Chevrolet Conques,
321t. 11,000 miles.
293-1231.

Since 1986
24 noun stoma
Res.. Com., & Ind
Licensed & insured
All Jobs - big or small

Monaco
2001
Diplomat, 40', loaded,
miles.
51.000
(270)293-2293
Floats 6 Mows
20ft Jet Boat, 450
engine
Chevrolet
Blue. orange, yellow
flames in color, tandem
axle trailer. 293-1231.
76 Pro Craft 15' fiberglass w/ 76 85hp
Johnson & trailer. Very
nice, garage kept
$1.900. 436-5571.

07 Burgundy Corvette,
5,000 miles. 293-1231
1997 Grand Pnx GT,
loaded, high mileage,
one owner.
270-293-2126

ONLA .575.00
A. morrii
CALL 753-1916

"
LAWN SOME
Mewing; Ileinicudeg-,
tiedscapiag a. Leaf'5ainimesiim '
• guaranteed
satisfaction
753-1816 227-0611

753-9562
293-8377. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFF0146ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
pink & tree work.
519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service.
Over 20 years. Tree
service also Call Don,
Murray area

mpit
Ar
•Rooft•g ^PmeNtirling

•kristart •htsgessi
•No pd, Lev anal:
•?b,k;nciNK 40.adataL•

227-2617
47

Spring is in the air
It's Spring Cleaning Time!
Place your Yard Salc
with us Today & get
your FREE Yard
sale kit with
purchase of ad.
Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
Office Hours
Monday-Friday
7:30AM-5:00PM

- FRAN IS
."

Murray Middle School students
attend Kentucky Youth Assembly

LDC
LAWN ME

Free

Pallets

HOUSTON
ELECTRIC

Don't Forget

to pick up any pictures you have dropped off
at the Murray Ledger & Times.
Birth announcement, engagement, sports,
special sections in the classifieds etc.

'.mayiliXrUMES
LE

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman needs an hour alone
between work and husband

10• Thursday, April 2, 2009

lookingBack
40 years ago
Sgt 0.D. Warren of the Murray Police Department completed his sen ices with the department on May 31. He is the first
member of the police force to
receive the pension recently established by the City of Murray
for policemen and firemen.
Ky. Gov Louie B. Nunn was
the speaker at the Honors Day
event held at Murray State University. He is pictured with Dr
Harry Sparks. president. end
Col Eff Birdsong. standing at
attention at the playing of the
national anthem. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Charles
Tubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Jones will
be married 50 years April 6.
50 years ago
Rex Parker and his two daughters, Geneva Lynn. 3. and Mable
Louise, II. died from injuries
sustained in a two car accident
on Ky. Hwy. 299. 1.2 miles south
of Kirksey. on Apnl I.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Runyon. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Norsworthy and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Coleman.
Frank Ellis, administrative
assistant to Cong. Frank Albert
Stubblefield. was speaker at the
Hazel Alumni Association banquet held at Hazel High School.
60 years ago
Gordon Crouch of Lynn Grove
was chosen delegate to the Woodmen of the World National Camp
at Atlanta. Ga.. at the WOW
convention at Lexington. Also
named were O.B. Turnbow, alternate. and Waylon Rayburn. auditor.
The senior class of Murray
Training School will present the
play. "Outward Bound." on May
5 at the Little Chapel at Murray State College.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Bud Abbott and Lou Costello in "In the Navy."

10 years age
Published is a picture of'Trevor
Travis of Murray straightening out
his back swing in golf while at
a practice run at his home on
Poplar Street The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Callow ay County High School
Lakers won 9-7 over Ballard
baseball game.
County in a
Zony Ryan was the pitcher for
Die Lakers
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
:Wilkins were marned for 60
years April I.
Births reported include twins.
boy and girl, to Jeff and Holly
Hinter. March 22.
20 years ago
Richard Jackson. former head
fit the Murray' State University
Art Department, was the guest
weaker at a meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray'
Woman's Club
Births reported include a girl
io Hope and Joe Lawrence, a
girl to Dianne and Stephen Turk. a girl to Cassandra and John
Ponder and a girl to Cheryl and
William Fennel. March 28; a boy
to Jeanne and Dennis Jones and
a boy to Rebecca and Robert
Oockaleku, March 30.
Mr. and Mrs. C.A. Tibbs were
married 60 years March 30.
30 years ago
Members of Calloway County Middle School Junior Band
named to the all-Distnct Band
were Steve French, Evy Jarrett,
Tracy Curd. Rick Wagner. Jeff
Dowdy and Rhonda McAlister.
The group will perform with the
All-District Band on May 5 at
Murray State University Lovett
auditorium.
Elected as new officers of the
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens were Bill Phillips, chairman. Res. Steve Davenport, vice
chairman. Frances Shea, secretary,
and Gill Hopson. treasurer.
Births reported include a girl
to Richard and Barbara Gee,
March 26.

DEAR ABBY: When my
husband, "Wyatt," and I first
started dating, we both had jobs.
Because I am a teacher, my
workday
ended about
hours
two
before his,
allowing me
some muchneeded time
alone before
came
he
home.
Just
before our
wedding
By Abigail
three
Van Buren
months ago,
Wyatt was laid off, and he
has not been able to find another job. Although he is in school
part-time. he is always in the
house when I return from work.
Abby. I have no time for
myself! All day I work with
my students, and all evening
I am with Wyatt I have tried
to explain to him that I need
a little time to unwind when
I first get home, but he always
finds some reason to stick his
head in and chat while I'm
reading or taking a bath. I
desperately need some alone
time. I love my husband dearly, but how can I tell him I

Dear Abby

need an hour away from him?
-- PRIVACY PLEASE IN N.C.
DEAR P.P.: You are not
the only spouse -- of either
sex -- who needs some alone
time to quietly transition from
workday to home life. Explain
this again to your husband,
and do it just the way you
have explained it to me. Unless
you speak up, one of these
days he will interrupt you, and
you will erupt -- which isn't

Todayinifistoni
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. April 2.
the 92nd day of 2009. There are
27.3 days left in the year.
- Today's Highlight in History:
• On April 2. 1792. Congress
passed the Coinage Act, which
authorized establishment of the
y.S. Mint.
On this date:
In 1865. Confederate President
Jefferson Davis and most of his
Cabinet fled the Confederate capital of Richmond. Va., because of
advancing Union forces.
In 1917, President Woodrow
Wilson asked Congress to declare
war against Germany. saying, -The
world must be made safe for
democracy." (Congress declared
war four days later.)
In 1932, aviator Charles A.
Lindbergh and John F. Condon
went to a cemetery in the Bronx.
N.Y.. where Condon turned over
S50.000 to a man called "John"
L_ ILJ

BABY

VakaZa,UIF ME VOL1

in 1974. French president
Georges Pompidou died in Pans.
In 1982. several thousand troops
from Argentina seized the disputed Falkland Islands, located in
the south Atlantic, from Britain.
(Britain seized the islands back
the following June.)
In 1986. four American passengers were killed when a bomb
exploded aboard a TWA Jetliner
en route from Rome to Athens,
Greece.
In 2005, Pope John Paul II.
who'd led the Roman Catholic
Church for 26 years, died in his

SCI0
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in exchange for Lindbergh's kidnapped son. (The child, who was
not returned, was found dead the
following month.)
In 1968, the influential science-fiction film "2001: A Space
Odyssey," produced and directed
by Stanley Kubrick, had its world
premiere in Washington.

Vatican apartment at age 84.
Ten years ago: The Labor
Department reported that the
nation's unemployment rate fell
to a 29-year low of 4.2 percent
in March 1999.
Five years ago: A judge in
New York declared a mistrial in
the grand-larcen,y case against two
forme! Tyco egeendees after a
juror apparently reeeiageL an intimidating tenet and phoia call for
supposedly siding with the defense
(Former CEO L. Dennis Kozlowski and CFO Mark H. Swartz were
convicted in a retrial of looting
Tyco of more than $600 million
in corporate bonuses and loans,
each was sentenced to 8 1/3 to
25 years in prison.) Flags of seven
new NATO members from former communist Europe rose at
alliance headquarters in Brussels
for the first time, marking the
biggest expansion in NATO's 55year history.
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According to the Mayo Clinic
DEAR DR. GOT7': thief the
.com/health/vegfair to him
past several years. you have occa- (www.MayoChruc
etarian-diet/HQ0 I 596). there are
If he STILL doesn't get the
sionally written about proper diets
of vegetarians.
message. start jogging after
The one that sticks out an my four major groups
diet.
work -- for about an hour.
memory as one from a lady who The most strict is the vegan
any am•••
said she didn't like meat and which does not contain
plant.
wanted to know if it wa.s OK to rnal-based food. preferring
DEAR ABBY: I am coonly. The next group
basedfoods
of
out
it
leave
hosting a baby shower for a
her diet. You is made up of lacto-vegetanans,
friend. I do not know the other
told her that who consume milk and dairy prodhostess well She is insisting
uus with their plant based foods
wally
we
on serving alcohol at the showneed Then there are the lacto-ovo vegdon't
er because many of the
meat. but I etansms (the most common vermommy-to-be's friends like to
completely SIMI of vegetarianism), who condrink, and she says "it will
disagree with sume foods that are plant-based
as well as those that come from
you.
provide some 'class to the
Most living animals (eggs. milk, cheese,
shower." I disagree.
nutritionists yogurt. etc.). the final group is,
I'm not a prude, and I do
us we made up of flexitanans, or semitell
think
I
but
drink occasionally,
eat at vegetanans, who consume primato
need
it is inappropriate to serve
least 3 ounces rily lacto-ovo vegetarian diets but
alcohol at a baby shower -the occasionally eat small amounts of
By
(about
especially when the guest of
Dr. Peter Gott size of a deck meat, poultry or fish. I am not
jusI
honor can't partake. Am
of cards) of sure I would consider this pan'
tified in stating my disapproval?
of the vegetarian group. howevmeat a Oa"- They reason that there
And would it be OK for me
are 21 amino acids (which are er
There are several meat alterto decline to contribute finanproteins) we need to ingest to
cially toward that shower
remain healthy, and some of them natives available to vegetarians that
simulate the taste and texture of
are found only in meat.
expense? -- NOT A PRUDE
Nutritionists tell us that we meat, such as soy burgers, teaIN COLUMBUS, OHIO
tunzed vegetable protein, tofu hot,
DEAR NOT A PRUDE: should eat one serving of meat.
dogs and more. Soy milk, rice
vegetaof
servings
three
to
two
Nowhere have I seen it writservings of milk and almond milk are availthree
to
two
bles,
ten that in order for a baby
fruits, four servings of whole able as cow-milk replacements. It
shower to be "classy," alcohol
grains, two servings of dairy prod- is important to get the vitiumn/calcerare
must be served. You
ucts and one serving of potatoes cium-fortified versions to ensure
tainly within your rights to air
every day in order to get the adequate nutrition. Soy cheese is,
your feelings on this subject.
nutrients our bodies need. Eating a nondairy alternative for cow-:
The point you are making is
a restricted diet is not a wise or goat-milk cheeses.
Vegetarians should take vitathing to do on a long-term basis,
a valid one. And if your cobut short term for weight loss is min and mineral supplements or
hostess wants to go ahead and
increase their intake of foods high
OK.
serve alcohol at the shower,
let your readers in calcium, B-12. iron and zinc.
to
need
You
obligation
no
under
you are
know that it is important to eat It is also vital to have an adeto help her foot the bill.
quate intake of protein, be it from•
meat every day.
•••
DEAR READER: Despite your eggs, dairy', soy, legumes, lentils,
DEAR ABBY: I was able
letter, I maintain that meat is not nuts. seeds or whole grains.
to retire while I was in my
I also recommend anyone intera necessary part of the diet as
mid-50s, after teaching for 33
long as legumes. nuts and other ested in a vegetarian diet speak
years. Since then, I have been
high-protein foods are consumed, with his or her physician or request
a referral to a nutritionist.
as well.
traveling as often as possible
and volunteering on a regular
basis.
Sometimes in these situations I find myself with a
group of people older than I
am. When I am asked my age,
which I don't mind, the response
I get is, "Oh, you're just a
pup!" Because I am chronologically younger than most of
the group shouldn't automatically discount or invalidate me.
How can I respond to these
comments nicely, yet make the

I also have. sowrreirardtess-Ast my
- AGFIFS$ PUP IN
ARVADA, COLO.
DEAR AGELESS PUP:
First of all, stop being so
defensive. When someone calls
you a "young pup." just laugh
and say, "If you think I'm a
young pup, you're barking up
the wrong tree!"
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Sylvia Strikes Again
siding the members with something
to talk about whenever one of her
zany bids or plays worked out in hen
fas or.
Take this deal from Sylvia's very
first team-ollisur match. She was
East and doubled six spades, which
South-well aware of Sylvia's proclivities - redoubled.

North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
41k A K 10 8
V A 1032
•01 1032
•EAST
WEST
•Q 7 2
•9 6 5 4
,87
•A K 9 8 7 6 5 4 •+147512
+96 3
SOUTH
+96543
•K Q
•.A K Q.1 10
The bidding:
South West
East
North
Pass
1*
Pass
I•
Pass
6*
Pass
3•

by.com or P.O.Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

West led the ace of diamonds,
and Sylvia trumped it with the jack!
This extraordinary play naturally
drew a gasp from the large gallery of
kibitzers, but thereafter the play proceeded normally, and South went
down one.
At the other table, South also got
to six spades (undouhled), hut made
the slam. Item too, the ace of diamonds was led, but East discarded a
club on it. Declarer ruffed and led a
spade, West showing out.
South's only chance now was a
trump endplay, which he proceeded
to execute tic took the spade ace, led
a heart to the king and cashed four
clubs, discarding dummy's four
remaining diamonds. Next he played
three more rounds of hearts ending in
dummy, at which point dummy's last
three cards were the K-I 0-8 of
spades. The eight-of-spades lead
then left East without recourse.
Sylvia's learn thus gained 1,180
points on the deal as the result of her
trumping her partner's ace!

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
king. I L-nlorcs S,nd,a, In,

4
.x
411k
IIIIIMIIIII

Ie.

42 Movie mermaid
44 Vicious
elephant
46 Recital piece
48 551.10 Livy
50 Steer or ram
51 Horse's
mouthful
52 Help-wanted

abbr.
53 Imitated
54 The - the lima'
55 Former irs
56 Lipstick color
DOWN
1 More prudent
2 Insurance giant
3 Dental photo
(hyph )
4 Monastic title
5 Vaned within
certain limits
6 Long for
7 Tent dweller
8 Johnson Space
Center locale
9 Day before

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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4-2 ci 2009 united Feature Syndicate Inc
10 "Mad Max"
Gibson
11 Lap dog
18 Be a party to
20 -- hoc
committee

23 Vegas lead-in
25 Debtor's note
26 Co honchos
27 Plural Spanish
article
28 The "merry
month'
7
:
10
.
5
3
2
1
29 Hard bench
30 Tax shelter
13
11
12
31 Devotion
32 Energy
16
I
15
33 Still-life sub14
ject
g
35 Not as shiny
19
18
17
37 Scale note
38 Feared
24 25 26
22 III
21
mosquito
39 Slack-jawed
40 Wore the
ill
crow-)
I
g.
41 Tend the cat
Mill
ll
29 Mi
43 'ER" medic
45 Rubaiyat
11
author
I
ill
am
36
46 Emergency
plea at sea
I
ril43
47 Durable wood
49 Showy yellow
50
moths

•

Attok
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ContractBridge

kedble
Dble
Pass
Opening lead - ace of diamonds.
to predict what
impossible
was
It
SyRia would do at any time, since
her conception of the game was com•
•
•
pletely different than anyone else's.
The bids and plays she would
improvise on the spur of the moment
Dear Abby is written by
while to her appearing entirely
Abigail Van Buren, also
logical - were a never-ending
known as Jeanne Phillips, source or astonishment not I mly to
and was founded by her moth- 1 her harried partners but also to her
er, Pauline Phillips. Write (usually) grateful opponents.
Despite this, Sylvia was a popular
Dear Abby at www.DearAbmember of the club, frequently pro-

1 Honeycomb
4 Cook in a skillet
7 Polite Cough
11 Buttress
12 - Dawn Chong
13 Wander
14 Is in Madrid
15 Miscellany
16 Novelist
Jean 17 Safari country
19 Clutches at
21 Time period
22 Mixture
24 Young Cratchit
27 Guide
28 Synthesizer
inventor
29 Cockpit
occupants
32 Goober
34 Psyche s
beloved
35 Fresh
Technique
36
37 Pantyhose color
39 Playful bark
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FOR YEARS
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spontreaurrayledger.com
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 9,
MURRAY STATE 1 (10 innings)

www.Murrayledger.com
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Meat not necessary
in a proper diet
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MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Southern Illinois third baseman Tony Lepore applies this
tag to Murray State's Eiiiot Frey as he tries to slide back
into third base in the sixth inning Wednesday night at
Brooks Stadium in Paducah.

Salukis blitz
'Breds in extra
frame at Brooks
BALK LEADS TO LOSS FOR
MURRAY STATE

Caitlin Williams

another balk helped to push across seven unearned runs in the
inning.
The 'Breds(18-9) had their chance to win the game in the bottom of the ninth as Zach Noonan singled to center and went to
second on a sacrifice bunt by Wes Cunningham, After an intentional walk to Daniel Hill and a free pass to Tyler Owen loaded
the bases Bryan Propst went down swinging and Jonathan
Craycraft lined out to first to end the inning.
The 'Breds got on the board in the first inning as Noonan hit
an opposite-field double off the base of the wall in right field
After a balk moved him to third. Cunningham extended his hit
streak to 19 games with an RBI single to left field.
The Salukis (12-16) tied the game in the third as John
Brennan singled up the middle and scored on Chris Murphy's
double to deep center field.
Anthony Stacy (1-2.i took the loss after allowing two runs,
one earned on one hit and three walks in 2.2 innings. Daniel
Etieme (3-1) picked up the victory by allowing one hit in one

Freshman @ Georgetown CollegeA
Interview by Michael Dann
Caitlin Williams' pedigree
when it comes to sports is a
byproduct of the hard work and
dedication she learned from her
brother Nathan Williams. So it's
really no coincidence that both
earned numerous awards this
past vear, including a mutual
Defensive Player of the Year
honor
• While Nathan made his mark
on the football field. Caitlin was
racking up the soccer honors at
Georgetown College. Along the
way she was also named Rookie
of the Year for her team and
named to the Honorable Mention
Mid-South
the
team for
Conference while playing sweeperfor the Lady Tigers.
Williams wasjust as proficient
in the classroom as she Was on
the soccer field, finishing her
first semester with a 4.0 GPA and
making the Dean's List.
The accolades that are rolling
in for Williams couldn't really
have come at a better time-she
has a full soccer scrapbook that
is currently blank. But as only a
freshman, the former Murray
High soccer standout is well on
her way to filling it up.

Photos courtesy of Georgetown College
the most to me and to realize I
got that recognition from my
team and that they can count on
me and expect more for me is a
good motivator and I'm happy to
be where I am right now.

LT: Most kids that come to
college in their first year are
looking to just 'fit in', but you
kind of broke that mold in making a really good first impression.
CW: It started from the very
beginning. I didn't really know
what to expect coming in at the
beginning of the season. We had
a new coach (Leah Castleman).
so I knew I had a chance to come
in and make an impact or get my
foot in the door, I was hoping to
play and get some varsity time by
the end of the season and I
worked by butt off all summer
because I didn't know how I
would stand up to any of the
other players. From the start. I
felt like I was in a lot better condition than I ever had been. My
coach and my teammates saw the
potential I had that not even I
could see at times. The confidence they put in me, it took me
off guard at times because I wasn't used to it in high school socLedger & Times: Can you cer. I wasn't looked at as the
talk about what it means to gar- defensive player or the player to
ner the recognition you got this hold everything together. So I
really had to merge into that role.
year'?
Caitlin Williams: It means a The role kind of found me more
lot. I was not expecting it at all than I found the role.

and they were both awards
(Rookie and Defensive Player of
the Year) that were voted on by
my team. So that's what means

LT: You were going to start
the season at center-mid, but
quickly had to switch positions.

My MU Spans Warinstka
A balk with runners on the comers and two outs in the top of
the 10th inning scored the game winning run as Southern Illinois
defeated Murray State 9-1 Wednesday evening at Brook
Stadium.
The balk was the downfall of the inning as three errors and

inning.
The 'Breds return to the diamond Saturday as' they travel for
an Ohio Valley Conference doubleheader against Eastern
Illinois. First pitch is set for I p.m.

OVC FOOTBALL

UTM athletes
charged with
attacking student
Just talk about that transition.
CW:I started the first game of
the season at center-mid and our
sweeper went down. My coach
looked at me to go back to
sweeper and I looked at some of
them and kind of whispered.
"I've never played this before."
Most of them hushed me and
reminded me it probably wouldn't be best if the other team knew
that! (Laughs) All of a sudden I
was in a position where I had to

make decisions for the team and
it completely threw me off guard
at first. I was completely out of
my element.
Game after game, she would
keep putting me back there. Even
when we were losing, I would go
back there and feel very unsure
of myself.
Leah would just reassure me
that she had confidence in me
•See WILUAMS, 12

KENTUCKY' BASKETBALL

This time, Calipari gets
shot at dream job
WILDCATS MAKE
EXPENSIVE SPLASH
WITH HIRE
*WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) - John
Calipari thought he'd pop up on
Kentucky's radar two years ago when
the Wildcats were looking for Tubby
Smith's replacement and Calipari was
coming off a 33-win season at Memphis.
He spent a week constantly asking his
Ellen if Kentucky's number had
wife
ED REINKE / AP
popped up on the caller ID.
finally
John Calipari gestures after being introduced as
"I called my wife every day for six

the new Kentucky men's basketball coach days. Did they call'? Did they call?"
Wednesday. Kentucky's athletics board approved Calipari said. -Then I kind of figured
an eight-year. $31.65 million contract that makes out: They're not calling."
Two years and two days later,
Calipari the highest paid basketball coach.

Calipari's phone finally rang.
And the Wildcats paid a hefty price
for waiting.
Kentucky made Calipari the nation's
highest-paid coach on Tuesday, awarding him an eight-year, $31.65 million
deal and charging him with restoring
some of the luster the program lost during Billy Gillispie's rocky two-year
tenure.
It's a challenge the charismatic and
highly successful Calipari plans to meet
head on, though he cautioned he's no
miracle worker.
"I'm not the grand poobah." he told a
packed news conference barely 12 hours
after signing the contract. "I'm not the
emperor. That's not what I want to be."
What the Wildcats need him to be is a
winner. That's never been a problem for
•Sew CaLiPani, 12

CHARGES UPGRADED TO
FELONIES THURSDAY
By NUMB.DANN
Sports Editor
The University of Tennessee-Martin football team might have
taken a big hit to its squad for next season.
The Associated Press reported Thursday
morning that misdemeanor charges have been
- upgraded to felonies against two UTM stalling
football players accused of attacking another
student.
Now charged with aggravated assault are 20year-old safety Dontrell Miller and 21-year-old
wide receiver Roren Thomas. They were originally charged with simple assault.
Miller
Miller was named an All-American safety
for the Skyhawks last season. Thomas played as
the number two receiver for head coach Jason
Simpson and UTM.
The two, and 21-year-old fellow student
Willie Blount. are accused in the beating of 19year-old Tyler Turner last Thursday night as he
left the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house. Turner
was released after hospital treatment.

Thomas
WiMesses have said the attack stemmed
from a dispute at a fraternity party the night before.
Blount is charged with being complicit in the attack.
Thomas has told Martin police that he did not assault Turner.
he did not attempt to stop the assault and fled the scene after the
incident.
Police responded before II p.m. last Thursday to 220
Hannings Lane, which is the Pi Kappa Alpha house. where they
discovered Turner.
According to the police report, witnesses told police that two
black males (wearing black ski masks) attacked Turner and
kicked him while he was on the ground.
Some reports have even stated that the football players were
wearing cleats while kicking Turner.
University of Tennessee-Martin Athletics Director Phil Dane
released this statement Monday concerning the event.
"Until the student conduct officer has completed her report.
•See FELONIES, 12
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Equestrian teams take regionals

From Page 11
and that my teammates had confidence in me. That's what kept
me going. For me. when 1 was
back there and I wasn't sure,
looking to my teammates and
knowing that they stile believed
in me kept me going. Little by
little, it did get better for me and
sgs6-66tie-i-t!
1 grew to love it and, nght now,
While most students headed
any
on
I can't imagine riviself
south for some fun in the sun or
other part of the field.
home for a bit of rest and relaxLT: What's up with this
ation outing spnng break, the
scrapbook situation at home?
Murray State Equestrian Stock
CW: It s funny. my mom
went to Middle Tennessee
Team
gave Nathan a big scrapbook at
State University for the regional
Christmas of everything he had.
competition on March 15
It was an awesome present for
Members of the equestnan
him, but I opened my scrapbook
team compete as a team during
(Laughs).
and it was empty!
the regular season, but in the
LT: Talk about trying to balpost-season competition, the ridance soccer and school work at
ers compete individually. In
Georgetown.
order to qualify for regionals,
CW: I think the biggest difriders had to earn 35 points in
ference from high school to coltheir division as determined by
lege is the level of independence
the Intercollegiate Horse Show
you have. It's really great, but it
Association) and point into the
Lan be tempting to procrastinate.
next level of competition.
soccer
of
But I think being a part
Points roll over from previhelped me with that because 1
years in all of the divisions
ous
had a schedule and 1 only had so
except the highest level, open.
much time to get stuff done. Our
Points are earned throughout the
soccer team is a very academiseason at the horse shows. For
cally-smart. intelligent team and
first place is worth
example,
everyone is willing to help the
seven points, second is worth
other out. It wasn't that hard to
five points, etc.
get my work done.
Murray State had 13 riders
but
I didn't feel that stressed,
for this competition,
qualify
sometimes it was hard on bus
Bachman
including Dawn
rides to do work — I get sick! It
Barns
Allie
(walk/trot),
really was easier than I thought
(walk/trot), Madeah Daubert
It would be.
(walk/trot), Ken Deubel (interLT: What were your first
mediate), Melissa DeYoung
impressions of Georgetown?
(walk/trot), Celtic Edie (open),
CW: I love Georgetown. It's
Samantha Erwin (advanced),
such a great atmosphere.
Hammond (intermediCome
We take a lot of pride in
ate), Dana Kielar (intermediate),
everything we do here. I miss
Kelty Niernarin (intermediate).
the people of Murray, but 1
Megan Swaney (novice), Alyssa
anymyself
imagine
couldn't
Vieth (intermediate), and Mindy
where else but here.
(intermediate).
Wright
LT: Who's the better defenThese riders faced other
sive player. you or your brother?
regional qualifiers in the hope of
CW:(Laughter).
receiving a first or second place
have
LT: How many times
ribbon and a spot at the Western
you gotten that question?
Semifinals. Allie Barns and
CW:That's the first (laughs).
Madeah Daubert won the spots
LT: Is there a new-found tenfor the walk/trot division, Alyssa
that
now
sion in the household
Vieth placed second in intermeyou both have been named
diate. and Samantha Erwin won
Defensive Players of the Year?
her advanced class. These four
CW: I've never even thought
riders went on to the semifinals.
we
and
home
go
just
I
of that.
which were held at Morehead
have our little battles. We roughUniversity on March 21State
house and wrestle, hut its all
22.
fun and games with us.
The official announcement at
We like to push each other
regionals declared the Murray
about
talk
really
don't
and we
stock seat team as the high point
stats or awards at home, just
of 2008-2009 for the secteam
because that's not what really
ond consecutive year. Also
defines us as athletes. We
announced was the Regional
receive our sense of accomplishHigh Point Rider, Callie Edie.
we
work.
ment by how hard
honor guarantees her a spot
This
Nathan has definitely pushed me
at nationals where she will cornin that aspect. I hope I have
pete for the prestigious AQHA
pushed him as well. We both
Horse
Quarter
(Amencan
learn
and
together
work out
trophy.
Association)
from each other, so we definiteThe team had an extremely
ly help each other and he is a
successful season due to the
motivator for me,
efforts of the team members and
LT: You're going to Haiti on
won the region by fifty points.
to
a mission trip in June and then.
honor guaranteed them a
This
be a camp counselor at Christian
spot in the semifinal team comSports Camp in Missouri from
petition this past weekend.
July to August. Are you looking
Coach Don DeLaney had to pick
forward to that?
one rider from each division to
CW: It's through Northwest I
represent the team. These riders
Haiti Christian Missions and I
competed against other regional
found out about it in November.
winning teams for a spot at
My oldest sister has been to
The team representaNationals.
Haiti and my grandfather set up
Casey Hagan
lives
were:
a program with churches in
(walk/trot), Samantha Bucy
Haiti when my mom was
(intermediate), Alyssa Vieth
younger. My family has always
Swaney
Megan
(novice).
I've
and
been involved there
Erwin
Samantha
(advanced)
heard how it's always been a
(open). and Katlin McCuan
life-changing experience. So
(open reining). The team did an
when I saw this flyer for it on
excellent job and ended up in
e
meeting
the
to
campus. I went
fifth place
and everything fell into place.
Three riders will represent
I've been trying to raise money
the Murray State stock team at
and we are scheduled to leave
the Intercollegiate Horse Show
June 4 and go down there and
Association Nationals competitake part in different orphanMadeah Daubert placed
tion.
ages. retirement homes and hossecond at the semifinal competipitals that we can help at. There
tion and Alyssa Vieth placed
are all kinds of things we will be
third, earning them a spot at
doing.
nationals. Callie Edie will also
compete against other regional
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EGGERSDORFERI
ERWIN HEAD TO
NATIONALS

IBM Aldo

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NC AA Woman, Basketball
Tournament
Al A Glance
By The Atisiociatiod Press
All Ilmes CDT
TRENTON REGIONAL
Regional Senutinels
At Sovereign Bank Anna
Trenton, N J
Sunday. Marzh 29
Connecticut 77 Cantornia 53
Arizona State PA TellaS AdM 89
Relating' Championship
At Sovereign Sank Arena
Trenton. N J
rulloseley, March 31
Cconecticull1.3 Arizona Slate 64

phole provided
Murray State's Samantha Erwin was the Zone 5, Region 1
high point hunt seat rider at the regional competition. Erwin
will compete at Nationals.

BERKELEY REGIONAL
Regional Semtanols
Al Haas Pavilion
BertMey, Caltf.
Saturday Pilarch 28
!OMR State 69 Micnigan Slate to
Stanktrd154 Ohio Slate 66
Region.; Chemptonahip
At Haas Pavilion
Berkeley, Cell/.
Monday, March 30
Stailtord 74, town State 53
RALEIGH REGIONAL
Regional Semilinels
At RIK Comer

Raleigh. N.C.
Saturday. March 211
Lt.tw5,t1le 56 Saylor '39
Maryland '8 ,."a"derbitt 74
%Kennel Championship
At ROC Cinder
Raleigh, N.C.
Monday, March 30
MaryarKI 60
77
L.,,As,se
OKLAHOMA CITY REGIONAL
Regtonai Semifinals
At 8ord Cantor
Oklahoma City
Sunday, March 2S
Purd,e 67 Rogers 61
OkMhome 70 Pststkirgh 59
Regional Championship
At Ford Center
Oklahoma City
Tuesday. March 31
C'Adahoma 74 Purdue 68
FIN•I smite
5Callri1041 Center
Si. Louis
National Semitinais
Sunday, April 5
Louisville (33-41 vs Oklahoma 132-41 6
pm
Connecocut (37-0) vs Stanto,d ,33-4)
830 pm
National Championship
Tuesday, April 7
Fernifirat oonne:s 7 30 pm

KENTUCKY SASKETRALL

Big green: Calipari's
contract loaded with perks

photo provicteo
Murray State's Calle Edie was the Zone 5, Region 1 high
point stock seat rider at the regional competition.
high point riders on April 23-26
at Middle 'Tennessee State
University.
This year was a record-breaking year for the Murray State
hunt seat equestrian team as
well. The team enjoyed highpoint team and high-point rider
awards throughout the season.
The culmination of their success came in the announcement
that the team won the region by
44 points. To add to their excitement, Samantha Erwin was
awarded the high point rider
award, automatically qualifying
her for national competition.
Cristi Caruso finishing tied for
reserve high point individual.
On March 14. the team traveled to the University of the
South for the regional competition. The team members qualifying for regionals were: Crest'
Caruso (Intermediate Flat and
Open over Fences), Ken Deubel
(Walk, Trot. Canter), Katie
Duggan (Novice over Fences),
Ashley Eggersdorfer (Open Flat
and Intermediate over Fences),
Samantha Erwin (Open Flat and
Open over Fences), Breanna
Gaubatz (Walk, Trot, Canter),
Katlin McCuan (Open flat and
Intermediate over Fences),
Madison Selstad (Novice over
Fences), and David Worley

(Walk, Trot, Canter).
Riders needed a third place or
better to move on to the zone
competition. Breanna Gaubatz
will represent Murray State in
the walkJtrotleanter division,
Cnsti Caruso qualified in both
intermediate flat and open over
fences. Ashley Eggersdorfer
qualified in open flat and intermediate over fences, Samantha
Erwin qualified in open flat and
open over fences, and Katlin
McCuan will represent Murray
State in the intermediate over
fences division.
The zone competition was
held March 28-29 at Georgia
Southern University. The team
placed third and sent two individual riders to Nationals —
Ashley Eggersdorfer (Open Flat
and Intermediate Over Fences)
and Samantha Erwin (Over
Flat).
Eight team riders joined the
individual riders at zones. The
team consisted of: Ashley
Fiat),
Eggersdorfer (Open
Samantha Erwin (Open Fences).
Hackbarth
Chelsea
(Intermediate Flat). Kia Miller
(Intermediate Fences), Madison
Selstad (Novice Flat), Melissa
Iskra (Novice Fences), Tracy
Carl (Walk/Trot/Canter) and
Andrea Grelewicz (Walk/Trot).

By JEFFREY alcIAURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API —
The $31.65 million deal making
John Calipari the highest-paid
coach in college basketball is
packed with perks beyond his
annual salary.
Those perks include membership to the country club of his
choice, two cars and incentives
for reaching the NCAA Sweet
Sixteen and Final Four and winning a national title.
Calipari agreed to leave
Memphis and Tuesday night
signed an eight-year contract to
coach Kentucky, the nation's alltime winningest basketball program.
His base pay is listed at just
$400,000 per year, but his guaranteed compensation actually is
$3.7 million in his first season
when marketing, broadcasting
and endorsement payments are

added
University of Kentucky
Assiitant Director for Athletic
Media Relations John Hayden
issued this statement late
Wednesday afternoon.
'In order to clear up any confusion on funding of UK coaches' contracts, all athletics expenditures — including coaches'
salaries — are paid by
Kentucky's athletic revenues.
The University of Kentucky
Athletics Association is totally
self-funded."
"UK Athletics receives no tax
money, state appropriations or
university funding. All coaches'
salaries, and any other athletics
expenses, are paid for by the
athletics association. In addition, the athletics association
gives over $1.2 million annually
to the university for non-athletic
scholarships."

•Calipari
From Page 11
Calipari, who has won 445
both
guided
and
games
Memphis and UMass to the
Final Four. He certainly won his
first day on the job at UK, washing away the sting of the university's bitter divorce of Gillespie.
Kentucky athletic director
Mitch Barnhart admits going
after Gillespie instead of
Calipari in 2007 was "my mistake."
"I went where I thought I
needed to go and I just didn't get
it right," Barnhart said.
This time he knew. he couldn't afford to get it wrong.
Barnhart wasted little time
courting Calipari. They met in
Chicago on Sunday along with
university president Lee Todd.
"We spent two or three hours
just talking," Todd said. "It was
a 'Get to know' you session."
And the start of a whirlwind
48 hours in which the Wildcats
made their pitch while Memphis
declared it would not be outbid.
said
Memphis officials
Monday that Kentucky received
permission to talk to Calipari,
then did everything in their
power to hold onto the coach
who helped the Tigers elbow

their way onto the national
stage. Calipari told his players
about the Kentucky job because
he "didn't want them to read
about it on the ticker."
While Kentucky officials
looked into Calipari's background and contacted NCAA
officials to get an idea on how
Calipari ran his program.
Memphis made one last run at
keeping him.
Memphis booster William
"Billy' Dunavant, a cotton magnate, met with Calipari on
Monday. FedEx founder and
CEO Fred Smith spoke to
Calipari via phone on Monday
as well.
Calipari went to mass at Holy
Rosary at 7:30 a.m. Tuesday.
then to Gibson's Donuts around
9:30 a.m.
He called athletic director
R.C. Johnson on Tuesday afternoon and told him he was taking
the Kentucky job. Calipari then
met with the players.
There were tears. How could
their not be after nine years? Yet
Calipari knew he wouldn't get
another opportunity to say yes.
"I didn't want to live a life
where I regretted, Why didn't I
do this?" he said.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP

•Felonies
From Page 11
there will be no comment from
the athletics department concerning the discipline of any student-athletes involved in this
incident. In the meantime. I am
pledging to our fans and the general public that we will take lessons from every aspect of this
incident and enhance our efforts
toward good citizenship.” Dane
said.
"The vast majority of our
student-athletes represent our
program respectfully in every
aspect of their conduct, and we
this incident
that
regret
occurred."
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Two Memphis recruits
mull future after Calipari

MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) -Two Memphis basketball recruits
say they're undecided about their
next steps after
on• departure of
John
coach
Cal i pan. who
left Wednesday
coach
to
Kentucky.
of
One
them, Xavier
Henry
told
Henry,
Information from. Associated
Press Wednesday
Associated
The
Press; The Jackson Sun,
night that he would definitely not
lotp://www.jacksonsun.com;
be going to Memphis hut hadn't
WCMT- AM.
made up his mind about where he
http://www.wcmt.com/
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play.
would
recruit
And
DeMarcus
Cousins says
he's not sure
yet whether he
will still go to
Memphis.
Henry and
Cousins
Cousins were
playing in the McDonald's AllAmerica game in Coral Gables.
Memphis already is busy trying to re-recruit them, though
they all have clauses allowing
them to leave now that Calipari
has left.

Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlook;eg Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Buy On* Regular Price Dinner and Get
12,00

_.nrier
OFF a Soton_d DI

(CoCpais Or *SW Vat*

luteeckty - Friday 10:30 am. - 3 p.M.

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods. and
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia, Mahi Mahi & Chicken
Open Every Day Except Monday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
270-436-5494a
aocated Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresorecorn
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

